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<td>[Video :] Blue eyed : “anti-racist video” : TV Ontario ([199-?])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(01)</td>
<td>[Video :] Reflections (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(02)</td>
<td>[Video :] Master Teacher Parts 1&amp;2 (3 May 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(03)</td>
<td>[Video :] Master Teacher Parts 3&amp;4 (16 June 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(04)</td>
<td>[Video :] School system – racial tracking voices from the margin – created by students including Curtis Ennis ([199-?])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0707-S00871-2017-020/056(09)</td>
<td>Lawerence Heights Revitalization : Community engagement ([201-?])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0707-S00872</td>
<td>York Centre for Education and Community ([2008?-][2016?])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary information

Repository: York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
Title: Carl James fonds
ID: F0707
Date: 1956-2018, predominant 1990-2012 (date of creation)
Language: English
Language: French
Language: Swedish
Physical description: 14.2 m of textual records
248 audio cassettes
24 computer diskettes
17 video cassettes : VHS
7 compact discs

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

Dr. Carl E. James is known for his work in Toronto's marginalized communities, and for his work, nationally and internationally, in research on equity as related to race, class, gender and citizenship. Emigrating from Antigua, James volunteered and worked with youth in Toronto as early as the 1970s at organizations such as the Black Education Project, Harriet Tubman Centre, Central Neighborhood House (working in Regent Park, St. Jamestown and Moss Park neighbourhoods) (1978-1980, 1987), and the Family Service Association in Etobicoke (1981-1983).

He pursued his education at York University and obtained a Bachelors (Hon.) in Sociology and Latin American & Caribbean in 1978, a Masters in Sociology in 1980, and a Doctorate in Sociology in 1986. Between 1980 and 1981, James completed courses in Graduate Social Work from the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Toronto.

In 1993, he joined York University's Faculty of Education. He has been cross-appointed to the graduate programs in the Department of Sociology since 1999, the Graduate Programmes in Social Work from 1995 to 2016, and Social and Political Thought from 2015. He has also been Visiting Course Director in the Department of Teacher Training at the University of Uppsala in Sweden from 1997 - 2013 where he taught an international course in Multicultural Education.

James combined his experience in community development work and advocacy with his academic and research interests to work with teacher candidates, faculty colleagues, teachers and community members in the Jane and Finch community, where since 1994, he has played a major role in the development of the York-Westview Partnership program that links local schools, the university, and the Jane/Finch community.
A prolific writer and researcher, James has authored, co-authored, edited and co-edited some 21 books, 75 book chapters, 38 journal articles, over a dozen educational resource material, many conference papers, and invited lectures, talks, and workshops. A number of his works are in Swedish and French. His first book (1990), Making It: Black Youth, Racism and Career Aspirations in a Big City remains an important reference on issues about identity construction and schooling of Black youth. In some of his recent publications, James has examined social, education and immigrant settlement issues in the Caribbean and Jamaica and Antigua in particular, and immigrant settlement and minority issues in Sweden.

His work focuses on the experiences of racialized youth, particularly African Canadians. His research and publications into experiences of difference due to race, ethnicity, class, and culture range from studying the schooling and university plans of students from urban and suburban neighborhoods, the complementary and contradictory nature of sports in the schooling and educational attainments of racialized students, to the social construction of marginalized males in relation to the racialization and norms of masculinity in schooling, and the capacity of multiculturalism as a state policy to address racism and discrimination. His interest in equity, diversity, inclusivity, and social justice informs his research and publications, including his examination of the educational performance and outcomes of students in higher education, and the importance of educational programs and curriculum that are responsive to the needs, interests, and aspirations of students. Areas of focus include the Jane and Finch neighbourhood, suburban areas in Toronto, and Canada.

Prior to his appointment to York University, his teaching experience includes positions at Ryerson Polytechnic Institute's Department of Sociology (1982-1983, 1988), Seneca College's Liberal Studies and Continuing Education Departments (1981-1989), Humber College's Continuing Education program (1990-1994), and Sheridan College as an Instructor (1986-1993).

James has also held a number of visiting scholar/part-time course director appoints at Trent University's Department of Canadian Studies (1993), Queen's University's Geography Department (2001-2003, 2005, 2008) University of Western Sydney's School of Education (2003), Dalhousie University's School of Social Work (2006), University of Toronto's Graduate Program in the Faculty of Physical Education & Health (1996-2009), Mt. St. Vincent's University's Faculty of Education (2007, 2012), and the University of Alberta's Department of Educational Policy Studies (2015).

James was the university's Affirmative Action Officer from 2003 to 2006, the director of the Graduate Programme in Sociology from 2007 to 2008, the founding Director of the York Centre for Education and Community from 2008 to 2016, and the Affirmative Action, Equity and Inclusivity Officer of the university since 2016. In 2016, he was appointed for a five-year term as the Jean Augustine Chair in Education, Community & Diaspora, bringing a strong record of scholarship and community engagement to the position.

Examples of James' community service includes being appointed as an Advisor to the Ontario Minister of Education and Premier(2017-2018), a member of the Committee Advisory group of the Ontario Human Rights Commission (2017-), served on the Advisory Panel on Community Safety to the Toronto Police Services Board (2008-2009), member of the Board of Directors for the Youth Challenge Fund (with the United Way of Greater Toronto) (2006-2009), member of the Board of Directors for the Urban Alliance on Race Relations, Toronto (1997-1998), Advisory/Planning Committee for Alternative School (Nighana) with focus on African Studies (1995). He has also served on the board of the Joint Centre of Excellence for Research on Immigration & Settlement (2003-2009, chair in 2008) and on the Equity Committee of the Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT) (2000-2009). He was also a member of the Executive Committee, & Chair, Equity & Diversity Committee the Royal Society of Canada (RSC) (2015-2018); and of the Equity Committee, Canadian Sociological Association (CSA), 2013 - 2016. Internationally, he serves a member of the National Advisory Committee of the National Conference on Race and Ethnicity in Higher Education (NCORE), University of Oklahoma, USA (2017-).
His honours and awards include membership as a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada (2012), the Diaspora Award for Meritious Service from the Governor General of Antigua & Barbuda (2017), York University's Graduate Faculty Teaching Award (2017), Jackie Robinson Fortitude Award for Education (2014), Harry Jerome Award for Professional Excellence (Black Business and Professional Association (2013), African Canadian Achievement Award (Education) (2009), William P. Hubbard Award for Race Relations, City of Toronto (2008), New Pioneer Award: Skills for Change (March 2006), and President’s Award of Excellence in Teaching, Sheridan College (1991). He has been included in the Who's Who in Black Canada (2006) and Canadian Who's Who (since 1998). In 2006, James received an Honourary Doctorate in Education from Uppsala University, Sweden.

Scope and content

Fonds consists of records created by Carl James in the course of his activities as a sociologist and a university professor, including research data, publications, teaching material, and administrative records for the York Centre for Education and Community.

Notes

Title notes

Immediate source of acquisition

Donated by Dr. Carl James in 2017.

Arrangement

No discernable order at the time of donation. Archivist imposed a series arrangement based on functional activities of creator.

Restrictions on access

Some files restricted until 2090. See file level notes.

Other notes

- **Publication status**: Published
- **Level of detail**: Full
- **Status description**: Final
Access points

- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)
- Sound recording (documentary form)
- Moving image (documentary form)

Collection holdings

Series: F0707-S00866 - Professional and professorial

Title: Professional and professorial
ID: F0707-S00866
Date: 1956, 1970-2018 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Series contains documents related to James' professional interactions (community service, honours and awards, and correspondence) and professorial engagement (course development; graduate student supervision on topics such urban education, sports, practitioner research, and race and diversity; and university service).

His community service includes involvement with the Anti-Discriminatory Advisory Group; UNICEF: discrimination against ethnic minorities, immigrants, and indigenous peoples; Toronto District School Board (TDSB); Toronto Police Services; and the Youth Challenge Fund.

Professorial documents include syllabi, lecture notes, proposals, letters of recommendation, and submitted thesis and dissertations. A substantial portion of the teaching material focuses on James’ teaching and research in Sweden. Additional information regarding teaching and research in Sweden may be found in the Research and Publications series. James’ scholarship and additional records related to community services primarily arranged in the Articles and Published Reports, and Lectures, Conference and Workshop Presentations series.

Additional correspondence can be found in the Books; Articles and Published Reports; Lectures, Conference and Workshop Presentations; Research; Subject Files; and York Centre on Education and Community series.

Physical description: 85 cm of textual records
5 computer diskettes: 9 x 9 cm
1 photograph: col.: 10 x 15 cm
1 videocassette: VHS

Language of the material:

English
Arrangement:

Arrangement imposed by archivist based on functional activity of the creator.

Restrictions on access:

Some files restricted until 2090. See file level note.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)
- Moving image (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(01) - Biographies

Title: Biographies
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(01)
Date: [200-]-[201-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(02) - Biographies and letters of support for awards

Title: Biographies and letters of support for awards
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(02)
Date: 2009-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(03) - CVs

Title: CVs

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(03)

Date: 1986, [200-], 2008, [201-], 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(04) - Awards

Title: Awards

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(04)

Date: 1994-2007 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(05) - Honorary Doctorate [Uppsala University]

Title: Honorary Doctorate [Uppsala University]
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(05)
Date: 2005-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(06) - Royal Society of Canada induction

Title: Royal Society of Canada induction
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(06)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(07) - Carl James - Harry Jerome Awards

Title: Carl James - Harry Jerome Awards
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(07)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains nomination file.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: BBPA Harry Jerome Awards : 2013 Media Launch : Recipients Announcement

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(08)

Date: 2013 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(09) - Graduate Program award : acceptance presentation

Title: Graduate Program award : acceptance presentation

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(09)

Date: 2017 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(10) - Toronto police services : community safety board advisory panel

Title: Toronto police services : community safety board advisory panel
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(10)
Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points: Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(10) - Carl James in the Media

Title: Carl James in the Media
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(10)
Date: 2014-2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points: Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(11) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(11)
Date: 1989-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(12) - Memos to Dean

Title: Memos to Dean
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(12)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to an incident, as told by Heather-Jane Roberston (Director, Profession Development Services, Canadian Teachers' Federation) at a school regarding race and gender relations.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(13) - Correspondence - case study
Title: Correspondence - case study

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(13)

Date: 10 Sept. 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(14) - Personal papers : correspondence

Title: Personal papers : correspondence

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(14)

Date: 1998-2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains correspondence of a professional nature.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(15) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(15)

Date: 2005-2016 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(16) - Memos/correspondence [student applications and sociology graduate student association]

Title: Memos/correspondence [student applications and sociology graduate student association]
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(16)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(17) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(17)
Date: 2007, 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(18) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(18)
Date: 2007-2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(19) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(19)
Date: 2007-2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(20) - CJ : Publisher invitations to contribute

Title: CJ : Publisher invitations to contribute
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(20)
Date: 2008-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(21) - CJ Correspondence

Title: CJ Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(21)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(22) - Correspondents - Carl James

Title: Correspondents - Carl James
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/001(22)
Date: 2011-2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(01) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(01)
Date: 2012-2017 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: ADAG [Anti-Discriminatory Advisory Group]
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(02)
Date: 1992-1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains draft reports, meeting agendas, and correspondence.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [ADAG] : Access Initiative : articles of interest
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(03)
Date: 1992, [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains "An Examination of Concurrent and Consecutive Course Directors' Experiences and Involvement in the Access Initiative of the Faculty of Education York University (draft)" and "Organizing Teacher Education for Change: A Report on Equity and In

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(04) - UNICEF : discrimination against ethnic minorities, immigrants, and indigenous peoples
Title: UNICEF : discrimination against ethnic minorities, immigrants, and indigenous peoples
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(04)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains summary report of discussions that took place at the Seventh Innocenti Global Seminar in October 1996 and a paper by UNICEF titled “Towards a Policy on Children and Families of Ethnic Minorities, Immigrants and Indigenous Peoples".
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(05) - For the sessions of the informal working group to explore the launch of an African Canadian Experience (ACE) Network

Title: For the sessions of the informal working group to explore the launch of an African Canadian Experience (ACE) Network
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(05)
Date: 16 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains workbook.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(06) - CJ : COM Transition - Year Program

Title: CJ : COM Transition - Year Program
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(06)
Date: 2007-2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Title: CJ : COM Future Leaders Advisory Group
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(07)
Date: 21 July 2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains meeting minutes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(08) - TDSB : Advisory Committee on Students at Risk

Title: TDSB : Advisory Committee on Students at Risk
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(08)
Date: 2005, [2005?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains "Proposal for the Collection of Demographic Information".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 1 of 2. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(09) - TDSB : Advisory Committee on Students at Risk

Title: TDSB : Advisory Committee on Students at Risk
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(09)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains "Proposal for the Collection of Demographic Information".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 2. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(10) - Toronto police services: community safety board advisory panel

Title: Toronto police services: community safety board advisory panel
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(10)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains reports and meeting minutes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(11) - Black faculty association

Title: Black faculty association
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(11)
Date: 1994, [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence, mailing list, and objectives.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(12) - Youth Challenge Fund : Advisor Committee Member

Title: Youth Challenge Fund : Advisor Committee Member
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(12)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains report on YCF.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(13) - Nacirema - favourite anthro essay

Title: Nacirema - favourite anthro essay
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(13)
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains article titled "Body Ritual Among the Nacirema" by Horace Miner.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(14) - On the lighter side/sayings

Title: On the lighter side/sayings
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(14)
Date: 1990-1997, [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and photocopied documents including comics.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(15) - Sociology

Title: Sociology
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(15)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains two photocopies of document with subtitle "From Common Sense to Controlled Observation".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(16) - Lectures

Title: Lectures
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(16)
Date: 1986, [1986?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains handwritten notes titled "Education : Inequality in the Education System : Unequal Access" and "Clan of the Cave Bear : Social Stratification".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(17) - Presentation - relevant teaching

Title: Presentation - relevant teaching
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(17)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains handwritten notes titled "Rethinking Diversity : Enduring Equity in P.S.I."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(18) - Sociology Debate Questions**

**Title:** Sociology Debate Questions  
**ID:** F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(18)  
**Date:** [198-?] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File includes syllabus, list of topics, and an introduction to the subject with a quiz.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(19) - Class and sports**

**Title:** Class and sports  
**ID:** F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(19)  
**Date:** [199-?], [1992] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File includes lecture notes, transparencies, correspondence from the University of Toronto School of Physical and Health Education, and handwritten notes.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(20) - On social class with notes

Title: On social class with notes
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(20)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes class readings, lecture notes, and transparencies,

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(21) - Teaching team : notes

Title: Teaching team : notes
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(21)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to urban education course (ED INDS 39000.06) and contains a syllabus, notes and correspondence from students, hand outs, and handwritten lecture notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(22) - Course outlines

Title: Course outlines
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(22)
Date: 1995-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains syllabi for:
ED EDUC 3400.03 Models of Education
ED INDS 3900 U 06 Independent Studies - Model of Education (Urban Education)
ED FNDS 3330.03 Aspects of the Foundations of Education
ED 5676.03 Teacher as Researcher
ED URED 3300 Urban Educati

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(23) - Course outlines

Title: Course outlines
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/002(23)
Date: 1995-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains syllabi for:
GS/SOWK 5450 Practicum research seminar
GS/SOWK 6100 Practice-based research seminar
AK/SOSC 3605 Race and diversity in the schools
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(01) - Teacher's Research**

**Title:** Teacher's Research

**ID:** F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(01)

**Date:** 2002 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File syllabus and readings pertaining to course "EDU 5250 Practitioner Research"

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title:** CJ : CL 2002 Winter - EDUC 5250 : Practitioner Research

**ID:** F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(02)

**Date:** 2002 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File contains syllabus.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(03) - Grad courses**

Title: Grad courses
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(03)
Date: 2002-2003, 2005-2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
   File contains syllabus for:
      EDU 5400.06 Research issues in language, culture, and teaching
      EDU 5120 6.0 Theory and research in language, culture, and teaching

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(04) - Urban ed - 2005/6 - class stuff**

Title: Urban ed - 2005/6 - class stuff
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(04)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
   File contains syllabus, lecture notes, and poem titled "the solution" by Mike Reyes.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [Urban education : ] Christmas concert

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(05)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains handout simulation to stimulation discussion in class.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: CJ : CL 2005/06 - EDUC 3300 : Urban Education (w/ Jackie and Ka'ren)

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(06)

Date: 2005-2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains syllabus.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: CJ : CL 2010/11 - EDUC 3300 : Urban Education (w/Kim)
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(07)
Date: 2005-2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains syllabus and correspondence regarding text books.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(08) - 3300 Urban Education (w/ Kim Carter)

Title: 3300 Urban Education (w/ Kim Carter)
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(08)
Date: 2005-2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains poem titled "Thirsty" by Dionne Brand, syllabus, background material, overhead transparencies, and handouts.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(09) - Grad course : Celia
Title: Grad course : Celia
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(09)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains syllabus, notes, and a course reading for "Research and issues in language, culture, and teaching - Education 5100.6".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Atkinson Summer 2006
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(10)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains syllabus, notes, student assignments, and calendar pertaining to "AK/SOSC 3605 6.00A - Race and diversity in the schools".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(11) - Transitional year program - York proposal

Title: Transitional year program - York proposal
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(11)
Date: 14 Feb. 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to "TYP 1000 9.0 Foundations in Education and Social Justice".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(12) - EDUC 5436 : transitions, access and education of new Canadians

Title: EDUC 5436 : transitions, access and education of new Canadians

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(12)

Date: 2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains readings course pack.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(13) - EDUC 5436 : transitions, access and education of new Canadians : Winter

Title: EDUC 5436 : transitions, access and education of new Canadians : Winter

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(13)

Date: 2008-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains readings course pack.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(14) - CJ : CL 2008/09 - EDUC 5100.06: Research & Issues in language, culture and learning w/ Alison

Title: CJ : CL 2008/09 - EDUC 5100.06: Research & Issues in language, culture and learning w/ Alison

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(14)

Date: 2008-2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains syllabi.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(15) - CJ : CL 2010 Winter - EDUC 5200 Qualitative research methods in Education (w/ Don Dippo)

Title: CJ : CL 2010 Winter - EDUC 5200 Qualitative research methods in Education (w/ Don Dippo)

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(15)

Date: 2008-2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains syllabi.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(16) - Courses taught outlines**

**Title:** Courses taught outlines  
**ID:** F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(16)  
**Date:** 2008-2012 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
File contains syllabi, assignment outlines, discussion questions, notes, and background material for primarily "EDU 5100.06 Research and Issues in Language, Culture and Teaching : Doctoral Seminar".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

---

**Publication status:** Published

---

**Access points:**
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(17) - Courses**

**Title:** Courses  
**ID:** F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(17)  
**Date:** 2008-2014 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
File contains syllabi, student lectures, readings, for "EDUC 5100" and "EDUC 5436 Transitions, Access, and the Education of New Canadians".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

---

**Publication status:**
Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(18) - CJ : CL - 2009/10 ED 5150.06 Seminar: Theory & Research in Language, Culture & Teaching

Title: CJ : CL - 2009/10 ED 5150.06 Seminar: Theory & Research in Language, Culture & Teaching

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(18)

Date: 2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains syllabus.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(19) - Course with Don Dippo

Title: Course with Don Dippo

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(19)

Date: 2009-2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains syllabus for "EDUC 5200 Qualitative research methods in education".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(20) - EDUC 5120.06 seminar: Theory and Research in Language, Culture and teaching

Title: EDUC 5120.06 seminar: Theory and Research in Language, Culture and teaching
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(20)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains syllabus and draft introduction for "Life at the Intersection" book.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(21) - Course outlines and students work

Title: Course outlines and students work
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(21)
Date: 2011-2015 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains syllabus pertaining to:
ED 5436: Transitions, Access and the Education of New Canadians
Research and Africentricity (Mount Saint Vincent University)
ED/EDUC 3300 6.0 Urban Education
EDUC 5150.06 Seminar : Theory and Research in Language, Cul

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(22) - EDUC 5100.06: Research and issues in language, culture, and teaching: doctoral seminar**

**Title:** EDUC 5100.06: Research and issues in language, culture, and teaching: doctoral seminar

**ID:** F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(22)

**Date:** 2012 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File contains syllabus, James biography, program for "Research Gala : In Recognition of Student and Faculty Research Success and to celebrate York's 2012-2013 Research Leaders".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(23) - FS/EDUC 5100 : Research and issues in Language, culture, and teaching**

**Title:** FS/EDUC 5100 : Research and issues in Language, culture, and teaching

**ID:** F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(23)

**Date:** 2012-2013 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File contains reading course pack.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(24) - My development of courses at Humber College

Title: My development of courses at Humber College
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(24)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence with Gail Thornthon regarding course outline feedback on curriculum development process for the Bachelor of Community Development.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(25) - Humber: Bachelor of Community Development

Title: Humber: Bachelor of Community Development
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(25)
Date: 1 Oct. 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes meeting material for the Program Advisory Committee Meeting and proposal
documents for the Bachelor of Community Development.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**: Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(26) - Essay submitted by student venting her displeasure with me**

**Title**: Essay submitted by student venting her displeasure with me

**ID**: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(26)

**Date**: [199-] (date of creation)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Restrictions on access**: File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**: Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(27) - Introductory guide to social science essay writing**

**Title**: Introductory guide to social science essay writing
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/003(27)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes plastic comb bound publication by Carl James and Paul Angelini.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(01) - Sweden/Canada book project
Title: Sweden/Canada book project
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(01)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains draft chapters.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
5 computer diskettes: 9 x 9 cm
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(02) - [Sweden : ] Subcours 4
Title: [Sweden : ] Subcours 4
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(02)
Date: 1995, [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
 File contains draft chapters.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(03) - [Sweden : ] Class introductions
Title: [Sweden : ] Class introductions
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(03)
Date: 28 Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
 File contains correspondence by James introducing himself to the class.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(04) - [Sweden : ] Swedish neonationalism
Title: [Sweden : ] Swedish neonationalism
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(04)

Title: [Sweden : ] Welcome to our course, Spring 2005: Uppsala university

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(05)

Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(06) - [Sweden : ] Teaching material and paper presentation draft

Title: [Sweden : ] Teaching material and paper presentation draft

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(06)

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains syllabus.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(07) - Swedish paper ["Welcome to Sweden": new teachers' introduction to themselves and their country]**

Title: Swedish paper ["Welcome to Sweden": new teachers' introduction to themselves and their country]
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(07)
Date: May 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(08) - [Sweden : ] Correspondence : teaching in Sweden**

Title: [Sweden : ] Correspondence : teaching in Sweden
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(08)
Date: 1996-1997, 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [Sweden : ] Minority issues in diverse societies: a comparison of Sweden and Canada
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(09)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- File contains book chapter abstracts.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
- English

Publication status:
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(10) - [Sweden : ] research

Title: [Sweden : ] research
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(10)
Date: 1992-2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- File contains photocopied articles and book chapters.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
- English
- Swedish

Title: [Sweden : ] research
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(11)
Date: 1992-2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains photocopied articles and book chapters.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(12) - [Sweden : ] "Welcome to Sweden": New teachers' introduction to themselves and their country

Title: [Sweden : ] "Welcome to Sweden": New teachers' introduction to themselves and their country
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(12)
Date: May 1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains material compiled by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(13) - Sweden

Title: Sweden
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(13)
Date: 2011-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains draft of "Immigrants, multiculturalism, and the welfare state" and printed articles.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(14) - Sweden (paper, course outline, etc.)

Title: Sweden (paper, course outline, etc.)
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(14)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes paper presented at "Collegium International" at Uppsala University, lecture notes, correspondence, printed reports, and course syllabus.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Swedish

Title: [Sweden : ] Class in Sweden
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(15)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains student reflections and course syllabus.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
File contains a sample of Dr. James' teaching practices; other files containing student reflections were culled.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [Sweden : ] CJ : INT : Uppsala University
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/004(16)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes correspondence, syllabus, articles, and handwritten notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [Sweden : ] "The Classroom..." Spring 2003 : Uppsala University
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(01)
Date: [ca. 2003] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains hand outs, over head transparencies, and handwritten lecture notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(02) - Sweden

Title: Sweden
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(02)
Date: 1997-[200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes promotional material for Uppsala University and research material on immigration in Sweden.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English
Swedish

Note [generalNote]:
Part 1 of 5. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(03) - Sweden

Title: Sweden

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(03)

Date: 1997-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains teaching material, correspondence, and three issues of "Multiethnica".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph: col.; 10 x 15 cm

Language of the material:
English
Swedish

Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 5. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(04) - Sweden

Title: Sweden
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(04)
Date: 1995-2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes material on the development, promotion, and teaching material of courses and workshops in Swedish. Drafts for "Proposing an Anti-Racism Framework for Working Diverse Communities" and "Living in culturally diverse societies: An exploration of

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Swedish
Note [generalNote]:
Part 3 of 5. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(05) - Sweden

Title: Sweden
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(05)
Date: 1997-2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains lecture notes, hand outs, readings, and correspondence regarding courses in Sweden.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(06) - Sweden

Title: Sweden
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(06)
Date: 1996-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains research material on immigration in Sweden and promotional material printed by the University of Uppsala.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Swedish

Note [generalNote]:
Part 5 of 5. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(07) - Sweden course

Title: Sweden course
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(07)
Date: 2012, 2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains student reflections.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

File contains a sample of Dr. James' teaching practices; other files containing student reflections were culled.

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(08) - Sweden

Title: Sweden

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(08)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

File contains a sample of Dr. James' teaching practices; other files containing student reflections were culled.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(09) - [Sweden : ] Meeting Notes: Sweden and York University

Title: [Sweden : ] Meeting Notes: Sweden and York University

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(09)

Date: 15 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: [Sweden : ] Appraisals

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(10)

Date: [199-], 2004, [200-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File primarily contains reviews of graduate student theses and dissertations. Correspondence regarding pension contributions during the 1997 YUFA strike is also included in file.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [Sweden : ] Recommendation letters for faculty positions
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/005(11)
Date: 1996-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:

Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(01) - Graduate faculty appointments

Title: Graduate faculty appointments
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(01)
Date: [1997?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Restrictions on access: 
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(02) - PhD comprehensive paper

Title: PhD comprehensive paper
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(02)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains research written by a graduate student and James' notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(03) - Positioning the Urban University : the intersection of policies and practices

Title: Positioning the Urban University : the intersection of policies and practices
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(03)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains research written by a graduate student annotated by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(04) - Award letters - Grad prog.

Title: Award letters - Grad prog.

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(04)

Date: 2003-2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of letters of support for primarily graduate students written by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Recommendations: awards: community
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(05)
Date: 2003-2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of letters of support for faculty members at other institutions written by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(06) - Recommendations

Title: Recommendations
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(06)
Date: 2006-2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of letters of support for primarily graduate students written by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(07) - Black males, popular images, and their educational performance

Title: Black males, popular images, and their educational performance

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(07)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains major research paper written by a graduate student.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(08) - [A.A.] [Incoming Student] : Interdis. Studies : Student

Title: [A.A.] [Incoming Student] : Interdis. Studies : Student

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(08)

Date: 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of graduate student's work plan and thesis proposal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Name redacted from title to protect third party privacy.

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Brand Jane-Finch: A critical discourse analysis of print media discourse on a Toronto low income community

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(09)

Date: May 2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains masters thesis by a graduate student.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: External Examiner: PhD thesis

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(10)

Date: 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Letters of Recommendation for others
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(11)
Date: 2009, 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of letters of support for students written by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(12) - PhD student [external report]
Title: PhD student [external report]
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(12)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(13) - Students - grants and writings

Title: Students - grants and writings
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(13)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(14) - Acadia promotion file

Title: Acadia promotion file
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(14)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(15) - Graduate students

Title: Graduate students
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(15)
Date: 2010-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains records pertaining to the supervision of graduate students including proposals, progress report forms, teaching assignment preferences, and a course syllabus for "EDUC 5250 Practitioner Research Methods".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(16) - Student works

Title: Student works
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(16)
Date: 2010-2013, [201-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of theses, proposals, poems, and correspondence with graduate students.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(17) - External examiner
Title: External examiner
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(17)
Date: May 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(18) - Reviews
Title: Reviews
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(18)
Date: 2014-2015 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains records related to James role as a reviewer for books and graduate student research.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Thesis proposal : A.A.
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(19)
Date: [2007?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Africentric schooling : an alternative approach to Black student success : masters research paper
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(20)
Date: Apr. 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of masters research paper and James' discussion report.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(21) - Memo : Teaching development graduate assistantship allocation

Title: Memo : Teaching development graduate assistantship allocation
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/006(21)
Date: 20 June 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/015(06) - Culture, ethnocentrism, race

Title: Culture, ethnocentrism, race
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/015(06)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/015(07) - Equity : Material presentations

Title: Equity : Material presentations
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/015(07)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/015(08) - Multicultural + anti-racism

Title: Multicultural + anti-racism
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/015(08)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/045(10) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/045(10)
Date: 2005-2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File primarily pertains to graduate student admissions.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/045(11) - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/045(11)
Date: 2005-2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File primarily pertains to graduate student admissions.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 4. File divided by archivist.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/045(12) - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/045(12)
Date: 2005-2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File primarily pertains to graduate student admissions.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 3 of 4. File divided by archivist.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00866-2017-020/045(13) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/045(13)
Date: 2005-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File primarily pertains to graduate student admissions.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 4 of 4. File divided by archivist.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [Video : ] Bat Presentation by C.R. : Roseland Public School

ID: F0707-S00866-2017-020/055(05)

Date: Oct.-Nov. 1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item, produced by a teacher candidate, contains footage of a ROM associate, Metro Zoo and York University employee giving a one hour hands-on presentation about bats to a classroom of primary grade school children.

Physical description: 1 videocassette (ca. 60 min.) : VHS

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Item accompanied by index card describing the provenance and contents of video cassette. Archivist redacted name from title to protect third party privacy.

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Moving image (documentary form)

Series: F0707-S00867 - Books and book chapters

Title: Books and book chapters

ID: F0707-S00867

Date: 1980-2018 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Series contains drafts, manuscripts, and correspondence pertaining to the publication of authored and edited books and book chapters by James. A significant portion of the material focuses on
“Seeing Ourselves: Exploring Race, Ethnicity & Culture” (1989) which uses a collection of personal comments and essays, written by students from a wide variety of ethnic backgrounds, to examine what it means to participate in the cultural and ethnic "mosaic" that comprises contemporary Canada) and “Life at the Intersection: Community, Class, and Schooling” (2012) which examines schooling and the education experience of youth in the Jane and Finch neighbourhood. Related correspondence may also be found in the Professional and Professorial series.

Additional material regarding publications in books, including research data, drafts, and correspondence can be found in associated files in the Articles and Published Reports; Lectures, Conference and Workshop Presentations; and Research series.

Records pertaining to background research and literature may also be found in the Subject Files series.

**Physical description:** 1.0 m of textual records
3 computer diskettes : 9 x9 cm
1 compact disc

**Language of the material:**
English

**Arrangement:**
Archivist chronologically arranged series in two sections: files related to books, and then files related to book chapters.

**Restrictions on access:**
Some files restricted until 2090. See file level note.

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)
- Moving image (documentary form)

**File:** F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(01) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : introduction

**Title:** Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : introduction

**ID:** F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(01)

**Date:** 2006-2007,[2006?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File contains research, newspaper clippings, drafts, proposal, outline, and related correspondence.
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(02) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 1 : raising Q's, identifying the issues: student essays/comments set to them of chapters

**Title:** Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 1 : raising Q's, identifying the issues: student essays/comments set to them of chapters

**ID:** F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(02)

**Date:** 2006-2008 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File also contains newspaper clippings, publications (including the Ontario Heritage Trust "Heritage Matters 2007: from slavery to freedom), and related correspondence.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 2 : cultural structure: conceptualizing culture

**ID:** F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(03)

**Date:** 2000-2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains published papers, student papers, outline for book, correspondence, and newspaper clippings

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information (student assignments). Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 3 : constructing cultural identities
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(04)
Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains research, newspaper clippings, drafts, and student papers.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information (student assignments). Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(05) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 4 : grappling with the familial + social influences on identification

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 4 : grappling with the familial + social influences on identification

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(05)

Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains drafts, notes, and newspaper clippings.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 1 of 2. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(06) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 4 : grappling with the familial + social influences on identification

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 4 : grappling with the familial + social influences on identification

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(06)

Date: 2005-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains research material.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 2. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(07) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 4: grappling with the familial + social influences on identification

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 4: grappling with the familial + social influences on identification

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(07)

Date: 2007, [2007?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains drafts, notes, student assignments, and research material.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information (student assignments). Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(08) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 5 : knowing about and confronting the factors that structure and maintain inequity: racism and discrimination

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 5 : knowing about and confronting the factors that structure and maintain inequity: racism and discrimination

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(08)

Date: 2005-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains drafts, student assignments, related correspondence, and research material.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information (student assignments). Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(09) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 5 : knowing about and confronting the factors that structure and maintain inequity: racism and discrimination

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 5 : knowing about and confronting the factors that structure and maintain inequity: racism and discrimination

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/007(09)

Date: 2004-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains drafts, notes, research material, and related correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 1 of 3. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(01) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 6 : exposing the limits of multiculturalism

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 6 : exposing the limits of multiculturalism
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(01)
Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains drafts, student assignments, and research material.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 3. File divided by archivist.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information (student assignments). Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(02) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 6 : exposing the limits of multiculturalism

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 6 : exposing the limits of multiculturalism
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(02)
Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains drafts, notes, research material, newspaper clippings, and ephemera (Canadian Ethnic Studies Association 19th Biennial Conference abstracts).

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 3 of 3. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(03) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 7 : questioning merits of immigrants and refugees : about immigration policies and practices

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 7 : questioning merits of immigrants and refugees : about immigration policies and practices
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(03)
Date: 1999-2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains drafts, notes, student assignments, newspaper clippings, and research material.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc

Language of the material:
Note [generalNote]:
Part 1 of 3. File divided by archivist.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information (student assignments). Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(04) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 7 : questioning merits of immigrants and refugees : about immigration policies and practices

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 7 : questioning merits of immigrants and refugees : about immigration policies and practices

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(04)

Date: 1999-2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains research material and newspaper clippings.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 3. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(05) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 7 : questioning merits of immigrants and refugees : about immigration policies and practices

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 7 : questioning merits of immigrants and refugees : about immigration policies and practices

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(05)

Date: 2004-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains related correspondence, research material and newspaper clippings.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Part 3 of 3. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(06) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 8 : challenging equity programs, claiming reverse racism

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 8 : challenging equity programs, claiming reverse racism

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(06)

Date: 2005-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains drafts, student assignments, research material, and newspaper clippings.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information (student assignments). Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(07) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 9 : seeing what needs to be done

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript : chapter 9 : seeing what needs to be done

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(07)

Date: 2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains draft and research material

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(08) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(08)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(09) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript: the discourse of denial: how white teacher candidates construct race, racism, and 'white privilege'

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript: the discourse of denial: how white teacher candidates construct race, racism, and 'white privilege'
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(09)
Date: 2 July 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains journal article.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(10) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript: learning from teaching: exploring relationship between reform curriculum and equity

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript: learning from teaching: exploring relationship between reform curriculum and equity
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(10)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains journal article.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Seeing Ourselves book manuscript: the triumph of ignorance: why morons succeed in US politics

**ID:** F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(11)

**Date:** 2008 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File contains newspaper article.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(12) - Seeing Ourselves / Carl E. James**

**Title:** Seeing Ourselves / Carl E. James

**ID:** F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(12)

**Date:** 1989, [198-?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File contains published book and handwritten notes.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**: Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(13) - Seeing Ourselves / Carl E. James**

**Title**: Seeing Ourselves / Carl E. James

**ID**: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(13)

**Date**: 1992 (date of creation)

**Scope and content**: File contains published book.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**: Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(14) - Seeing Ourselves / Carl E. James**

**Title**: Seeing Ourselves / Carl E. James

**ID**: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(14)

**Date**: 1995 (date of creation)

**Scope and content**: 
File contains published book.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Our schools, our selves: the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives: after 9/11: a conversation on Arab-Canadian Relations, Education, Identity
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/008(15)
Date: Fall 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains magazine.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(01) - Seeing Ourselves book manuscript: chapter 6: racism, identification, and equity programs

Title: Seeing Ourselves book manuscript: chapter 6: racism, identification, and equity programs
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(01)
Date: [2009?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains draft.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(02) - Seeing Ourselves manuscript editing

Title: Seeing Ourselves manuscript editing
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(02)
Date: 8 Mar. 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains printing proof with notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Seeing Ourselves : preface stories : outcomes of narrative pedagogy
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(03)
Scope and content:

File contains presentation notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(04) - Seeing Ourselves : instructor's manual

Title: Seeing Ourselves : instructor's manual

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(04)

Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Seeing Ourselves : draft of book

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(05)

Date: [2007?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 1 of 2. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Seeing Ourselves : draft of book
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(06)
Date: [2007?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 2. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Seeing Ourselves : introduction
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(07)
Date: [2009?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(08) - Seeing Ourselves: preface

Title: Seeing Ourselves: preface
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(08)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(09) - Seeing Ourselves: promotional material

Title: Seeing Ourselves: promotional material
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(09)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(10) - Life at the Intersection: community, class, and schooling

Title: Life at the Intersection: community, class, and schooling
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(10)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains published book.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(11) - Life at the Intersection: early draft

Title: Life at the Intersection: early draft
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(11)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(12) - Life at the Intersection: early draft

Title: Life at the Intersection: early draft
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(13) - Life at the Intersection : manuscript

Title: Life at the Intersection : manuscript
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(13)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains printing proof.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Life at the Intersection : chapter 3 : schools, schooling, and community.
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(14)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(15) - Life at the Intersection : Jane & Finch : Carl's research

Title: Life at the Intersection : Jane & Finch : Carl's research
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(15)
Date: 2008-2011, [200-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains publication by Carl James, notes, and research material.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(16) - Life at the Intersection : manuscript for the book with notes

Title: Life at the Intersection : manuscript for the book with notes
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(16)
Date: [2009?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(17) - Life at the Intersection : manuscript : Jane & Finch : Carl's research

Title: Life at the Intersection : manuscript : Jane & Finch : Carl's research
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/009(17)
Date: 2008-2011, [200-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains publication by Carl James, notes, and research material.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(01) - Manuscript : Life at the Intersection: Jane and Finch: with notes

Title: Manuscript : Life at the Intersection: Jane and Finch: with notes
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(01)
Date: 2001-2007, [2011?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information (student assignments). Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(02) - Book review : Life at the Intersection: Community, Class, and Schooling

Title: Book review : Life at the Intersection: Community, Class, and Schooling
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(02)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains review by Paul Orlowski and printed draft of the conclusion with tracked changes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(03) - Book Review of Life at the Intersection

Title: Book Review of Life at the Intersection
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(03)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(04) - Life at the Intersection: promotion

Title: Life at the Intersection: promotion
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(04)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Black men and women in conversation: unpublished manuscript: book to be edited by C. James + Adrienne Shudd
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(05)
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 compact diskettes: 9 x 9 cm
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(06) - Book reviews

Title: Book reviews
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(06)
Date: 2000-2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains reviews of books written and edited by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(07) - Contracts

Title: Contracts
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(07)
Date: 1993-2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of contracts pertaining to authoring books and book chapters.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(08) - Beyond the Intersection : contracts and style guidelines

Title: Beyond the Intersection : contracts and style guidelines
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(08)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(09) - Invitation to participate in a book project : critical studies in democracy an political book series

Title: Invitation to participate in a book project : critical studies in democracy an political book series
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(09)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(10) - Innovations, initiatives, strategies : the West Humber experience

Title: Innovations, initiatives, strategies : the West Humber experience
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(10)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(11) - Perspectives on Racism and the Human Services Sector: a case for change

Title: Perspectives on Racism and the Human Services Sector: a case for change

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(11)

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(12) - The possibilities of play: Black youth, athletics, and schooling

Title: The possibilities of play: Black youth, athletics, and schooling

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(12)

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(13) - The education of African Canadians: issues, contexts, and expectations

Title: The education of African Canadians: issues, contexts, and expectations
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(13)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(14) - The distorted images of African Canadians: impact, implications, and responses

Title: The distorted images of African Canadians: impact, implications, and responses
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(14)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(15) - "Up to no good" : black on the streets and encountering police

Title: "Up to no good" : black on the streets and encountering police
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(15)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(16) - Experiencing Difference

Title: Experiencing Difference
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(16)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(17) - Review of Experiencing Difference

Title: Review of Experiencing Difference
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(17)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(18) - Native foreigners: differentiated opportunities of Caribbean-Canadians

Title: Native foreigners: differentiated opportunities of Caribbean-Canadians
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(18)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points: Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(19) - "Returning the dues" : community and the personal in a university-school partnership

Title: "Returning the dues" : community and the personal in a university-school partnership
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(19)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status:
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(20) - Introduction: Encounters in race, ethnicity and language

Title: Introduction: Encounters in race, ethnicity and language
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(20)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(21) - "Armed and dangerous!" Racializing suspects, suspecting race

Title: "Armed and dangerous!" Racializing suspects, suspecting race
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(21)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(22) - Sporting race : schooling and the cultural worlds of student athletes

Title: Sporting race : schooling and the cultural worlds of student athletes
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(22)
Date: 11 Dec. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(23) - Immigrants students and schooling in Toronto, 1960s to 1990s

Title: Immigrants students and schooling in Toronto, 1960s to 1990s
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(23)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(24) - The construction of 'at risk' youth : consequences for individuals, schooling and policing

Title: The construction of 'at risk' youth : consequences for individuals, schooling and policing
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(24)

Title: Data for book : Race in Play
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(25)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of printed spreadsheet document pertaining to athletes from Jamaica.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(26) - Meeting the needs of minority and immigrant students in sub/urban Toronto

Title: Meeting the needs of minority and immigrant students in sub/urban Toronto
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(26)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Constructing aspirations: the significance of community in the schooling lives of children of immigrants

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(27)

Title: Constructing aspirations: the significance of community in the schooling lives of children of immigrants
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(27)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

"I feel like a Trini, I am one of them": Narrative of a generation-and-a-half Canadian

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(28)

Title: "I feel like a Trini, I am one of them": Narrative of a generation-and-a-half Canadian
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(28)
Date: Fall 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status:
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(29) - I feel like a Trini' : Narrative of a generation-and-a-half Canadian

Title: I feel like a Trini' : Narrative of a generation-and-a-half Canadian
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(29)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(30) - Differentiating the 'other'/Disaggregating 'black' : on the diversity of African Canadian communities

Title: Differentiating the 'other'/Disaggregating 'black' : on the diversity of African Canadian communities
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(30)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(31) - Historical and social context of the schooling and education of African Canadians

Title: Historical and social context of the schooling and education of African Canadians
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(31)
Date: [2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

-----------------------------------------------

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(32) - Seeking Support : Identity and sense of belonging among marginalized students in university

Title: Seeking Support : Identity and sense of belonging among marginalized students in university
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(32)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

-----------------------------------------------

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(33) - Immigrants, multiculturalism, and the welfare state

Title: Immigrants, multiculturalism, and the welfare state
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(33)
Date: [after 2007] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(34) - NCORE : Beyond our Borders : Institute

Title: NCORE : Beyond our Borders : Institute
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(34)
Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(35) - Resisting school : Marginalized students navigation of educational barriers

Title: Resisting school : Marginalized students navigation of educational barriers
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(35)
Date: Dec. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(36) - Immigrant Parents and their educational expectations of their children: struggles, contradictions, and paradoxes

Title: Immigrant Parents and their educational expectations of their children: struggles, contradictions, and paradoxes

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/010(36)

Date: 2008 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(01) - Putting equity into practice through curriculum

Title: Putting equity into practice through curriculum

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(01)

Date: 2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains slides from a presentation.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(02) - Masculinity, racialization and schooling : the making of marginalized men

Title: Masculinity, racialization and schooling : the making of marginalized men
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(02)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(03) - It will happen without putting in place special measures" : racially diversifying universities

Title: It will happen without putting in place special measures" : racially diversifying universities
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(03)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(04) - Attending to experiences of students whose parents are from conflict areas of the world

Title: Attending to experiences of students whose parents are from conflict areas of the world
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(04)
Date: [201-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(05) - Multicultural Education in a Color-Blind Society

Title: Multicultural Education in a Color-Blind Society
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(05)
Date: 2010-2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(06) - Ch proposal for book entitled "Canadian men and masculinities: historical and contemporary perspectives"

Title: Ch proposal for book entitled "Canadian men and masculinities: historical and contemporary perspectives"
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(07) - Schooling and the University Plans of Immigrants Black Students from an Urban Neighbourhood

Title: Schooling and the University Plans of Immigrants Black Students from an Urban Neighbourhood

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(07)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(08) - Experiencing Difference

Title: Experiencing Difference

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(08)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(09) - Troubling role models: seeing racialization in discourse relating to 'corrective agents' for Black males

Title: Troubling role models: seeing racialization in discourse relating to 'corrective agents' for Black males

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(09)

Date: 2010-2012 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(10) - Why is the school basketball team predominantly Black? And what that says about educator's role in 'leveling the playing field'

Title: Why is the school basketball team predominantly Black? And what that says about educator's role in 'leveling the playing field'

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(10)

Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(11) - The urbanization of suburbia : for inner-suburban schools and communities

Title: The urbanization of suburbia : for inner-suburban schools and communities

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(11)

Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points: Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(12) - Troubling role models : seeing racialization in discourse relating to 'corrective agents' for Black males

Title: Troubling role models : seeing racialization in discourse relating to 'corrective agents' for Black males

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(12)

Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points: Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(13) - Jamaica in the Canadian Experience: a multiculturalizing presence: promotion

Title: Jamaica in the Canadian Experience: a multiculturalizing presence: promotion

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(13)

Date: 2012 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(14) - Class, race and schooling in the performance of Black student athletes

Title: Class, race and schooling in the performance of Black student athletes

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(14)

Date: 2012 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(15) - Dismantling myths, taking responsibility: building new relationships
Title: Dismantling myths, taking responsibility : building new relationships
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(15)
Date: 19 July 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Internationalizing post secondary education : opportunities, possibilities and challenges
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(16)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(17) - Multiculturalism and democratization in Switzerland and Canada
Title: Multiculturalism and democratization in Switzerland and Canada
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(17)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(18) - Antigua [and Barbuda]

Title: Antigua [and Barbuda]
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(18)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 computer diskette : 9 x 9 cm
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Internationalizing post secondary education: opportunities, possibilities and challenges
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(19)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(20) - The game plan : how the promise of US athletic scholarships shapes the education of Black Canadian Youth

Title: The game plan : how the promise of US athletic scholarships shapes the education of Black Canadian Youth

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(20)

Date: 2013 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(21) - Schooling transnational speakers of the societal language : language variation policy-making in Madrid and Toronto

Title: Schooling transnational speakers of the societal language : language variation policy-making in Madrid and Toronto

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(21)

Date: 2014 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(22) - Refugee students in Canadian schools

Title: Refugee students in Canadian schools

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(22)

Date: 2014 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Equity Myth book : notes

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(23)

Date: [2014?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Immigration and schooling : redefining the 21st century America : preface

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(24)

Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points: • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(25) - Immigrants and schooling in a neoliberal context
Title: Immigrants and schooling in a neoliberal context
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points: • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(26) - Who can/should do this work? : the colour of critique
Title: Who can/should do this work? : the colour of critique
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(26)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(27) - Resisting marginalization : students' conversations about life in University**

**Title:** Resisting marginalization : students' conversations about life in University

**ID:** F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(27)

**Date:** 2016, 2012 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File includes printed presentation slides titled "the Matter of Equitable Opportunities, Participation and Outcomes for Racialized Canadians: Getting to the Evidence".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(28) - The alchemy of sport and the role of media in the education of Black youth**

**Title:** The alchemy of sport and the role of media in the education of Black youth

**ID:** F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(28)

**Date:** 2016 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(29) - "The Jamaicans are here and working" : race and community responses

Title: "The Jamaicans are here and working" : race and community responses
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(29)
Date: 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(30) - Alternative schooling and Black students : opportunity, challenges, and limitations

Title: Alternative schooling and Black students : opportunity, challenges, and limitations
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(30)
Date: 2017 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(31) - Race, racialization and Canadian children of immigrant parents

Title: Race, racialization and Canadian children of immigrant parents
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(31)
Date: 2018 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Racism, masculinity and belonging: the gendered lives of racialized youth
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(32)
Date: [2018?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(33) - Teacher stories of teaching for social justice in a marginalized community

Title: Teacher stories of teaching for social justice in a marginalized community
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(33)
Date: [2018?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Review of Youth, Education, and Marginalization

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(34)

Date: Sept. 2014 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(35) - Book reviews

Title: Book reviews

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/011(35)

Date: 1999-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains reviews of books authored by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(01) - Differentiating the 'Other'/Disaggregating 'Black' : on the diversity of African Canadian Communities

Title: Differentiating the 'Other'/Disaggregating 'Black' : on the diversity of African Canadian Communities
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(01)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(02) - Jamaicans are here and working : notes

Title: Jamaicans are here and working : notes
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(02)
Date: 2008-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(03) - The role of education in integrating diversity in the Greater Toronto Area

Title: The role of education in integrating diversity in the Greater Toronto Area
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(03)
Date: Mar. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(04) - Opportunity and uncertainty: life course experiences of the Class of '73

Title: Opportunity and uncertainty: life course experiences of the Class of '73
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(04)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains promotional material for book.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(05) - Racism-related stress : entangled in the web of relationships

Title: Racism-related stress : entangled in the web of relationships
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(05)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(06) - Race and Racialization : Essential readings

Title: Race and Racialization : Essential readings
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(06)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(07) - Identity and a sense of belonging among marginalized students in University (draft framework)

Title: Identity and a sense of belonging among marginalized students in University (draft framework)
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(07)
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(08) - Book prospectus : foreword

Title: Book prospectus : foreword
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(08)
Date: [ca. 2006] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to "Growing up Black in the Suburbs".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(09) - Book proposal : "Race" and racialization in Canadian universities

Title: Book proposal : "Race" and racialization in Canadian universities
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(09)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(10) - Instructive episodes in Jamaican Canadians' role in Canada's social, cultural, and economic development

Title: Instructive episodes in Jamaican Canadians' role in Canada's social, cultural, and economic development

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(10)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(11) - Chapter 2 : Theoretical considerations in the integration process of Caribbean immigrants in Canada

Title: Chapter 2 : Theoretical considerations in the integration process of Caribbean immigrants in Canada

ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(11)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(12) - Native foreigners : Differentiated opportunities of Caribbean-Canadas

Title: Native foreigners : Differentiated opportunities of Caribbean-Canadas
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(12)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: A review John Loughran and Jeff Northfield (1996) : Opening the Classroom door : teacher, researcher, learner
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(13)
Date: [1996?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(14) - Authoring their stories: A review of 'youth, education, and marginalization'
Title: Authoring their stories: A review of 'youth, education, and marginalization'
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(14)
Date: [2013?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(15) - Review of Opening the Classroom Door: Teacher, Researcher, Learner
Title: Review of Opening the Classroom Door: Teacher, Researcher, Learner
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/012(15)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00867-2017-020/056(02) - Untitled draft
Title: Untitled draft
ID: F0707-S00867-2017-020/056(02)
Series: F0707-S00868 - Articles and published reports

Title: Articles and published reports
ID: F0707-S00868
Date: 1990-2018 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Series contains drafts, manuscripts, correspondence, and research material pertaining to the publication of articles and reports. Additional material regarding articles and published reports; including research data, drafts, and correspondence can be found in associated files in the Research series and the Lectures, Conference and Workshop Presentations series. Background research and literature may also be found in the Subject Files series. Correspondence pertaining to articles and published reports may also be located the Professional and Professorial series.

Physical description: 45 cm of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Swedish
French

Arrangement:
Arranged by archivist in primarily chronological order based on date of publication and drafts.

Restrictions on access:
Some files restricted until 2090. See file level note.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(16) - Paper proposals

Title: Paper proposals
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(16)
Date: [200-],[201-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to books and papers titled "Jamaica in the Canadian Experience: A Multiculturalizing presence", "Native Foreigners: Differentiated Opportunities and Experiences of Caribbean-Canadians", "Growing up in the suburbs: the hidden costs of mobili

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(17) - Carl's papers, conference, presentations

Title: Carl's papers, conference, presentations
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(17)
Date: 2005-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to papers and workshops titled "Towards an Equitable Education for Black/African-Canadian Students in Ontario Schools", "Institute on Teaching and studying Across International Boundaries: Exploring Tensions, Ambivalence and Understandings R

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(18) - Articles, proposals, abstracts

Title: Articles, proposals, abstracts
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(18)
Date: 2014-2016 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to papers, books, and workshops titled "Creating Canada: Inclusive education or different versions of colonial stories", School Community Programs for Vulnerable Boys", "the Limits to Culture: Relevant and Inclusive Teaching in Canadian clas

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points: Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(19) - The case for collecting race and ethnic statistics in the education system [North York Board of Education, Race Relations Unit]

Title: The case for collecting race and ethnic statistics in the education system [North York Board of Education, Race Relations Unit]
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(19)
Date: Nov. 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(20) - A study of children in childcare programs perception of race and race related issues

Title: A study of children in childcare programs perception of race and race related issues

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(20)

Date: Mar. 1992 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(21) - Urban education

Title: Urban education

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(21)

Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(22) - "I don't want to talk about it" : Silencing students in today's classrooms

Title: "I don't want to talk about it" : Silencing students in today's classrooms
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(22)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(23) - "Reverse racism" : students' response to equity programs

Title: "Reverse racism" : students' response to equity programs
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(23)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(24) - Multicultural and anti-racism education in Canada

Title: Multicultural and anti-racism education in Canada
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(24)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(25) - Contradictory tensions in the experiences of African Canadians in a Faculty of Education with an access program

Title: Contradictory tensions in the experiences of African Canadians in a Faculty of Education with an access program


Date: 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(26) - Cultural interpretation services within a multicultural context : an exploration of problematic and ethical issues facing social service institutions

Title: Cultural interpretation services within a multicultural context : an exploration of problematic and ethical issues facing social service institutions

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(26)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(27) - "Them foreigners taking over" : Caribbean discourses on immigrants - the case of Antigua

Title: "Them foreigners taking over" : Caribbean discourses on immigrants - the case of Antigua
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(27)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Issues of race in employment : experiences of Caribbean Women in Toronto
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(28)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(29) - Higher education and labour market outcomes for non-Traditional students in Canada: the case of racial minorities and immigrants**

Title: Higher education and labour market outcomes for non-Traditional students in Canada: the case of racial minorities and immigrants

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(29)

Date: Aug. 1999 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains all papers from the International Symposium on Non-Traditional Learners in Higher Education on 16-17 August 1999, edited by Hans G. Schuetze, titled "'And the Walls Came Tumbling Down'-Higher Education and Non-Traditional Students".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(30) - Multicultural education in Canada and Sweden: a conversation in Toronto**

Title: Multicultural education in Canada and Sweden: a conversation in Toronto

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/012(30)

Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Swedish
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(01) - Cultural interpreters: an examination of their complex, contradictory, and enigmatic roles

Title: Cultural interpreters: an examination of their complex, contradictory, and enigmatic roles
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(01)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(02) - Mainstreaming and marginalization: two national strategies in the circumscription of difference

Title: Mainstreaming and marginalization: two national strategies in the circumscription of difference
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(02)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(03) - The role of education in integrating diversity in the Greater Toronto Area

Title: The role of education in integrating diversity in the Greater Toronto Area
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(03)
Date: Mar. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(04) - Making teaching relevant : toward an understanding of students' experiences in a culturally 'different' Sweden

Title: Making teaching relevant : toward an understanding of students' experiences in a culturally 'different' Sweden
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(04)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(05) - "Returning the dues" : community and the personal in a university-school partnership
Title: "Returning the dues" : community and the personal in a university-school partnership

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(05)

Date: Mar. 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(06) - Dialogue and Resistance in the Classroom

Title: Dialogue and Resistance in the Classroom

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(06)

Date: Oct. 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(07) - "You can't understand me" : negotiating teacher-student relationships in urban schools

Title: "You can't understand me" : negotiating teacher-student relationships in urban schools

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(07)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(08) - Achieving desire : narrative of a black male teacher

Title: Achieving desire : narrative of a black male teacher
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(08)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(09) - It can't be just sports! Schooling, academics and athletic scholarship expectations

Title: It can't be just sports! Schooling, academics and athletic scholarship expectations
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(09)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(10) - Twenty years working for human rights : TDSB

Title: Twenty years working for human rights : TDSB
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(10)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(11) - The university plans and attainments of black students in a school with a school-university partnership

Title: The university plans and attainments of black students in a school with a school-university partnership
Date: [2003?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(12) - Schooling, basketball and US scholarship aspirations of Canadian student athletes

Title: Schooling, basketball and US scholarship aspirations of Canadian student athletes
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(12)
Date: July 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(13) - Race, Sport, and Schooling

Title: Race, Sport, and Schooling
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(13)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(14) - Stereotyping and its consequence for racial minority youth

Title: Stereotyping and its consequence for racial minority youth
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(14)
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(15) - Assimilation to Accommodation: immigrants and the changing patterns of schooling

Title: Assimilation to Accommodation: immigrants and the changing patterns of schooling
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(15)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(16) - "I feel like a Trini, I am one of them" : Narrative of a generation-and-a-half Canadian

Title: "I feel like a Trini, I am one of them" : Narrative of a generation-and-a-half Canadian
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(16)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Urban education : an approach to community-based education
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(17)
Date: Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(18) - Voices of Diversity and Equity : transforming university curriculum

Title: Voices of Diversity and Equity : transforming university curriculum
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(18)
Date: Feb. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(19) - Sampling the Other : Representing the diversity of a population

Title: Sampling the Other : Representing the diversity of a population
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(19)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains Canadian-Race Relations Foundation "Directions" (volume 3, number 2) publication on Research and Policy on Eliminating Racism which was guest edited by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points: • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(20) - Les Canadiens d'origine Caribeene a Toronto : analyse des freins au reve migratoire

Title: Les Canadiens d'origine Caribeene a Toronto : analyse des freins au reve migratoire
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(20)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: French

Publication status: Published

Access points: • Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(21) - Students athletes, sports and white supremacy : The case of Black student athletes

Title: Students athletes, sports and white supremacy : The case of Black student athletes
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(21)
Date: [2007?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(22) - Urban schooling in suburban contexts : exploring the immigrant factor in urban education

Title: Urban schooling in suburban contexts : exploring the immigrant factor in urban education
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(22)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(23) - An examination of the effects and challenges to Caribbean-Canadians

Title: An examination of the effects and challenges to Caribbean-Canadians
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(23)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(24) - Schooling in the new urban environment
Title: Schooling in the new urban environment
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(24)
Date: [2008?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(25) - Minority parents as researchers: beyond a dichotomy in parent involvement in schooling
Title: Minority parents as researchers: beyond a dichotomy in parent involvement in schooling
Date: [2008?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(26) - CJ : Reviewed Articles [Immigrant parents and their educational expectations of their children]

Title: CJ : Reviewed Articles [Immigrant parents and their educational expectations of their children]
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(26)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(27) - "Education will get you to the station" : Marginalized students' experiences and perceptions of merit accessing university

Title: "Education will get you to the station" : Marginalized students' experiences and perceptions of merit accessing university
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(27)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(28) - Beating the Odds,' and making their way in University : the case of three females of immigrant parents

Title: Beating the Odds,’ and making their way in University : the case of three females of immigrant parents

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(28)

Date: 2008 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: CJ : PA Carl James & Leanne Taylor (articles)


Date: 2008, [200-] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: CJ : Refereed Articles

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(30)

Title: CJ : Keren Brathwaite & Carl James (articles)

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(31)

Date: 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Community engagement :generating community - centre definitions in conversation with community


Date: [201-] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(33) - Doing Research with marginalized youth: responsibility, ethics and challenges

Title: Doing Research with marginalized youth: responsibility, ethics and challenges
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/013(33)
Date: [201-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(01) - "I really wasn't ready": Expectations and dilemmas of a University student in an access program

Title: "I really wasn't ready": Expectations and dilemmas of a University student in an access program
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(01)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(02) - The making of at risk students: how youth see teachers thwarting their education

Title: The making of at risk students: how youth see teachers thwarting their education
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(02)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(03) - Beyond the lone hero: providing supports for new teachers in high-needs schools

Title: Beyond the lone hero: providing supports for new teachers in high-needs schools
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(03)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(04) - "We welcome applications from…” the paradox of 'equitable' hiring practices in Canadian Universities

Title: "We welcome applications from…” the paradox of 'equitable' hiring practices in Canadian Universities

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(04)

Date: [2011?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(05) - Students "at Risk" : stereotypes and the Schooling of Black Boys

Title: Students "at Risk" : stereotypes and the Schooling of Black Boys

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(05)

Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(06) - Welcoming 'visible minorities': paradoxes of equity hiring in Canadian universities and paradoxes of 'visible minorities' in job ads
Title: Welcoming 'visible minorities': paradoxes of equity hiring in Canadian universities and paradoxes of 'visible minorities' in job ads

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(06)

Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(07) - Looking through the cinematic mirror: film as an educational tool

Title: Looking through the cinematic mirror: film as an educational tool

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(07)

Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(08) - Assessing the effectiveness of the Toronto Police Services Board's Youth Initiatives

Title: Assessing the effectiveness of the Toronto Police Services Board's Youth Initiatives

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(08)

Date: Apr. 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(09) - "We expect much of you": enlisting youth in the policing of marginalized communities

Title: "We expect much of you": enlisting youth in the policing of marginalized communities
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(09)
Date: 2011-2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(10) - Making it, but still "working twice as hard to get half as far"

Title: Making it, but still "working twice as hard to get half as far"
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(10)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(11) - Life at the Intersection : Community, Class, and Schooling**

**Title:** Life at the Intersection : Community, Class, and Schooling  
**ID:** F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(11)  
**Date:** 2012 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(12) - Students at risk : Stereotypes and the schooling of Black boys**

**Title:** Students at risk : Stereotypes and the schooling of Black boys  
**ID:** F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(12)  
**Date:** 2012 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(13) - Strategies of engagement : how racialized faculty negotiate the university system

Title: Strategies of engagement : how racialized faculty negotiate the university system
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(13)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(14) - A systematic evidence review on youth in Toronto : United Way Toronto report : working draft

Title: A systematic evidence review on youth in Toronto : United Way Toronto report : working draft
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(14)
Date: 30 Mar. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(15) - Instructive episodes in Jamaican Canadians' role in Canada's social, cultural, and economic development

Title: Instructive episodes in Jamaican Canadians' role in Canada's social, cultural, and economic development
File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(16) - Models of Manhood: Jamaican youth perceptions of becoming and being men

Title: Models of Manhood: Jamaican youth perceptions of becoming and being men
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(16)
Date: [2012?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(17) - Versions of troubling role models

Title: Versions of troubling role models
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(17)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Title: Harriet Tubman: the Underground Railroad: a multiculturalizing presence
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(18)
Date: [2013?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(19) - Research for teachers: equity, social justice, and the inclusive classroom

Title: Research for teachers: equity, social justice, and the inclusive classroom
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(19)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(20) - How media help shape US athletic scholarship ambitions of Canadian Black male students

Title: How media help shape US athletic scholarship ambitions of Canadian Black male students
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(20)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(21) - Schooling transnational speakers of the societal language : language variation policy-making in Madrid and Toronto

Title: Schooling transnational speakers of the societal language : language variation policy-making in Madrid and Toronto
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(21)
Date: 4 Mar. 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(22) - Jamaican males' readings of masculinities and relationship to violence

Title: Jamaican males' readings of masculinities and relationship to violence
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(22)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(23) - "We're here because we're Black": Educational experiences of African-Canadian students with a refugee background

Title: "We're here because we're Black": Educational experiences of African-Canadian students with a refugee background
ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(23)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(24) - Towards race equity in education: the schooling of Black students in the Greater Toronto Area

Title: Towards race equity in education: the schooling of Black students in the Greater Toronto Area

Title: Community policing - A shared responsibility: a voice-centered relational method of analysis of a police/youth of color dialogue

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(25)

Date: 12 Aug. 2014 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(26) - Teachers' conceptions of student engagement in learning: the case of three urban schools

Title: Teachers' conceptions of student engagement in learning: the case of three urban schools

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(26)

Date: 2015 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(27) - Beyond Education, Brains and Hard Work: the aspirations and career trajectory of two black young men

Title: Beyond Education, Brains and Hard Work: the aspirations and career trajectory of two black young men

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(27)

Date: 2015 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(28) - Youth: Today's I-Generation

Title: Youth: Today's I-Generation

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(28)

Date: Sept. 2015 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(29) - Employment opportunities and programs for Black Youth: a literature review

Title: Employment opportunities and programs for Black Youth: a literature review

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/014(29)

Date: Feb. 2016 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/015(01) - Creating Canada: inclusive education of different versions of colonial stories

Title: Creating Canada: inclusive education of different versions of colonial stories

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/015(01)

Date: 2016-2017 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/015(02) - "Singled out" : Being black in the suburbs

Title: "Singled out" : Being black in the suburbs

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/015(02)

Date: 2017 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains "Canadian Diversity : Racial profiling and human rights" (volume 14, number 1, 2017).

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/015(03) - Committed to Equity : Paradoxes and contradictions for Black Scholars

Title: Committed to Equity : Paradoxes and contradictions for Black Scholars

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/015(03)

Date: [2018?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00868-2017-020/015(04) - Carl James papers
Title: Carl James papers

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/015(04)

Date: 2000-2009, [201-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains:
- Grappling with difference
- School-community programs for vulnerable boys
- Assimilation to accommodation: Immigrants and the Changing Patterns of Schooling
- Colonization, racism, and land: Conceptual Starting Points
- Racial profiling and the s

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00868-2017-020/037(04) - Negotiating School through Sports: African Canadian Youth Strive for Academic Success/Carl E. James

Title: Negotiating School through Sports: African Canadian Youth Strive for Academic Success/Carl E. James

ID: F0707-S00868-2017-020/037(04)

Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)
Series: F0707-S00869 - Lectures, conference and workshop presentations

Title: Lectures, conference and workshop presentations
ID: F0707-S00869
Date: 1983, 1996-2018 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Series contains drafts, manuscripts, correspondence, and research material pertaining to the lectures, conferences, and workshop presentations. Additional material regarding presentations, including research data, drafts, and correspondence can be found in the Research series. Background research and literature may also be located in the Subject File series. Related correspondence may also be found in the Professional and Professorial series.

Physical description: 51 cm of textual records
1 photograph : col. ; 12 x 18 cm
1 computer diskette : 9 x 9 cm
1 compact disc

Language of the material:
English

Arrangement:
Arranged by archivist in primarily chronological order based on date of presentation and drafts.

Restrictions on access:
Some files restricted until 2090. See file level note.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(05) - Presentations : re: culture

Title: Presentations : re: culture
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(05)
Date: 1983, 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(09) - Negotiating the tensions in a Board/University partnership within urban schools

Title: Negotiating the tensions in a Board/University partnership within urban schools

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(09)

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(10) - Beyond the Divide: Research in a Board-University Partnership within Urban Schools

Title: Beyond the Divide: Research in a Board-University Partnership within Urban Schools

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(10)

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(11) - Thinking in Diverse Terms : Making Inclusion Work

Title: Thinking in Diverse Terms : Making Inclusion Work
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(11)
Date: 19 Mar. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(12) - Speech to nurses [Institutional Dynamics and politics in relation to nurses]

Title: Speech to nurses [Institutional Dynamics and politics in relation to nurses]
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(12)
Date: May 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(13) - Is it a matter of racism or sexism? Working through the complexity of discrimination

Title: Is it a matter of racism or sexism? Working through the complexity of discrimination
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(13)
Date: 22 Sept. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(14) - Toward a community-centered approach to education

Title: Toward a community-centered approach to education
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(14)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(15) - CRRD, urban, diversity workshop

Title: CRRD, urban, diversity workshop
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(15)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(16) - Call for papers

Title: Call for papers

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(16)

Date: 2008, [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(17) - What are the "keys" to a successful research partnership

Title: What are the "keys" to a successful research partnership

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(17)

Date: 19 Feb. [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(18) - Multiculturalism

Title: Multiculturalism
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(18)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
- English

Publication status:
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(19) - Immigration, education and cultural cohesion

Title: Immigration, education and cultural cohesion
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(19)
Date: 3 Oct. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
- English

Publication status:
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(20) - Theorizing the experiences of second generation Caribbean Canadians

Title: Theorizing the experiences of second generation Caribbean Canadians
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(20)
Date: 3 Oct. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(21) - Griffin Centre [Multiculturalism]

Title: Griffin Centre [Multiculturalism]
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(21)
Date: [2001?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(22) - On the right track? Sport, race and schooling of Caribbean-Canadian students

Title: On the right track? Sport, race and schooling of Caribbean-Canadian students
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(22)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(23) - The presence, role and activities of the 'established' churches in Antigua and Barbuda

Title: The presence, role and activities of the 'established' churches in Antigua and Barbuda
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(23)
Date: June 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(24) - Cultural Segregation : Opportunity or Problem : the Cdn Centre for German + European studies

Title: Cultural Segregation : Opportunity or Problem : the Cdn Centre for German + European studies
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(24)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Title: Presentation : Black focus school RE media & blk school
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(26) - Pedagogy and practices for diversity and inclusive classrooms

Title: Pedagogy and practices for diversity and inclusive classrooms
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(26)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 computer diskette : 9 x 9 cm
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(27) - The role of higher education in the struggle against racism

Title: The role of higher education in the struggle against racism
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(27)
Date: 21 Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(28) - Understanding diversity

Title: Understanding diversity
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(28)
Date: 6 May 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(29) - Literature review on MERIT

Title: Literature review on MERIT
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(29)
Date: June 2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File includes paper titled "The myth of merit: examining generational differences in the education of Black Canadians".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(30) - Possibilities in the pursuit of equity and diversity in Canadian higher education

Title: Possibilities in the pursuit of equity and diversity in Canadian higher education

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(30)

Date: 3 Mar. 2006 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(31) - Ethnography

Title: Ethnography

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(31)

Date: 2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains presentation titled "Conducting Ethnographic Research: a brief guide".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc

**Language of the material:**
English

**Note [generalNote]:**
Material on compact disc printed by archivist.

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(32) - Parent/family and community involvement in schools

**Title:** Parent/family and community involvement in schools
**ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(32)
**Date:** 2006 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(33) - Re/presentation of race and racism in the multicultural discourse of Canada
Title: Re/presentation of race and racism in the multicultural discourse of Canada
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/015(33)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(01) - Grant application ["I feel like a Trini": narrative generation-and-a-half Canadian]

Title: Grant application ["I feel like a Trini": narrative generation-and-a-half Canadian]
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(01)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(02) - Masculinity and the schooling of 'at risk' students

Title: Masculinity and the schooling of 'at risk' students
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(02)
Date: May 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(03) - Conference presentation

Title: Conference presentation
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(03)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(04) - PowerPoints

Title: PowerPoints
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(04)
Date: [200-?], 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains presentation slides for "Components of Culture", "Multiculturalism as a framework for understanding history months", "Being Canadian: Race, identity and citizenship".
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(05) - Networking : Our opportunity for Growth

Title: Networking : Our opportunity for Growth
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(05)
Date: Mar. 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(06) - PowerPoint with notes

Title: PowerPoint with notes
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(06)
Date: [2007?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains presentation slides and notes for "Student athletes, sports and white supremacy : the case of Black student athletes " and research material on a "Black Focused School".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(07) - University education marginalized students and conceptions of merit

Title: University education marginalized students and conceptions of merit
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(07)
Date: Mar. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(08) - Identity and a sense of belonging among marginalized students in University

Title: Identity and a sense of belonging among marginalized students in University
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(08)
Date: 3 June 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(09) - Resisting marginalization : students' conversations about life in University

Title: Resisting marginalization : students' conversations about life in University
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(09)
Date: 3 June 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(10) - Who am I? Social identity in Canada and why I see it this way

Title: Who am I? Social identity in Canada and why I see it this way
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(10)
Date: Oct. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(11) - A possibility for young people : social and economic conditions

Title: A possibility for young people : social and economic conditions
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(11)
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(12) - Personal papers

Title: Personal papers
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(12)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to presentation titled "Construction of 'at risk youth' discourse/resilience"

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : col. ; 12 x 18 cm
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(13) - Multiculturalism in a colour-blind society and the education of Black students

Title: Multiculturalism in a colour-blind society and the education of Black students
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(13)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(14) - Putting equity into practice

Title: Putting equity into practice
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(14)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(15) - Internationalizing and higher education: expectation, contradictions, and potential

Title: Internationalizing and higher education: expectation, contradictions, and potential
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(15)
Date: June 2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:


ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(16)

Date: 15 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: CJ : PRE : Starting with Access : Marginalized students' pursuit of and engagement with University

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(18)

Date: Mar. 2010 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(19) - School and community based interventions for at risk boys

Title: School and community based interventions for at risk boys
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(19)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(20) - Strategies of engagement : racialized faculty members negotiation of the university

Title: Strategies of engagement : racialized faculty members negotiation of the university
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(20)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Community-referenced pedagogy and schooling : an approach to inclusive education
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(21)
Date: Feb. 2011, 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(22) - Community, school and students "forging relationships"

Title: Community, school and students "forging relationships"
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(22)
Date: 6 May 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(23) - What research says about where we should be going?

Title: What research says about where we should be going?
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(23)
Date: May 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(24) - Getting to "know" the police : Youth's perceptions and experiences with police through summer employment

Title: Getting to "know" the police : Youth's perceptions and experiences with police through summer employment

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(24)

Date: Sept. 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Strategies of engagement : racialized faculty members negotiation of the university


Date: Oct. 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(26) - Isn't it about time we admit that race matters

Title: Isn't it about time we admit that race matters
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(26)
Date: 2 Dec. 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(27) - Increasing academic outcomes of Black Caribbean Students : An interactive workshop

Title: Increasing academic outcomes of Black Caribbean Students : An interactive workshop
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(27)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(28) - Invitations for presentations

Title: Invitations for presentations
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(28)
Date: 2011-2016 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and presentation material including graduation speeches.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(29) - Growing up in the suburbs: the hidden costs of social mobility for the children of immigrant parents

Title: Growing up in the suburbs: the hidden costs of social mobility for the children of immigrant parents
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(29)
Date: Feb. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Increasing Academic Outcomes of Black Caribbean Students: an interactive workshop
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(30)
Date: 29 Feb. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(31) - The education forum: keynote address

Title: The education forum: keynote address
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(31)
Date: 8 Sept. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(32) - "Your choices are lawyer, doctor, engineer": parental expectations, suburban life and second generation Canadian students

Title: "Your choices are lawyer, doctor, engineer": parental expectations, suburban life and second generation Canadian students
Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(33) - Who writes race and does it matter?

Title: Who writes race and does it matter?
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(33)
Date: 24 Nov. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(34) - The matter of equitable opportunities, participation and outcomes for racialized Canadians: Getting to the evidence

Title: The matter of equitable opportunities, participation and outcomes for racialized Canadians: Getting to the evidence
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(34)
Date: 6 Dec. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(35) - "The way out : U.S. Athletic Scholarships as a Route to Educational and Social Success for African Canadian Youth**

**Title:** "The way out : U.S. Athletic Scholarships as a Route to Educational and Social Success for African Canadian Youth

**ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(35)

**Date:** 2013 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(36) - Working with teachers to create an inclusive approach to education : opportunities and challenges**

**Title:** Working with teachers to create an inclusive approach to education : opportunities and challenges

**ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(36)

**Date:** [2013?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: The Game Plan: how media help shape US athletic ambitions of Canadian Black male students
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/016(37)
Date: Apr. 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(01) - First annual conference on critical media literacy: keynote

Title: First annual conference on critical media literacy: keynote
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(01)
Date: 6 Apr. 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
**Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(02) - Poverty**

**Title:** Poverty  
**ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(02)  
**Date:** 25 July 2013 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  
**Publication status:** Published  
**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(03) - Equitable teaching: it's as much about who's in the classroom as our firm commitment to inclusion**

**Title:** Equitable teaching: it's as much about who's in the classroom as our firm commitment to inclusion  
**ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(03)  
**Date:** 1 Nov. 2013 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  
**Publication status:** Published  
**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(04) - Peace building and education : theory and practice**

**Title:** Peace building and education : theory and practice  
**ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(04)
Date: 21 Nov. 2013 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(05) - Conferences

Title: Conferences
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(05)
Date: 2013-2017, [201-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(06) - Understanding academic achievement in a social cultural

Title: Understanding academic achievement in a social cultural
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(06)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Council of Educators of Toronto (CET) Program and Symposium: Access to Post-Secondary : Collaborating for Impact

**ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(07)

**Date:** 30 Jan. 2014 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(08) - The aspirations and career trajectory of two Black Canadian men**

**Title:** The aspirations and career trajectory of two Black Canadian men

**ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(08)

**Date:** Mar. 2014 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
- File contains conference program for "Metropolis : Partnering for Success : Facilitating integration and inclusion".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(09) - The limits to culture: relevant and inclusive teaching in Canadian classrooms

Title: The limits to culture: relevant and inclusive teaching in Canadian classrooms
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(09)
Date: Apr. 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(10) - Student achievement in the Caribbean diaspora

Title: Student achievement in the Caribbean diaspora
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(10)
Date: 8 May 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
**Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(11) - Asian heritage month**

- **Title:** Asian heritage month
- **ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(11)
- **Date:** 12 May 2014 (date of creation)
- **Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
- **Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:**
- Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

**Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(12) - Looking after the social and mental well-being of our youth**

- **Title:** Looking after the social and mental well-being of our youth
- **ID:** F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(12)
- **Date:** 22 June 2014 (date of creation)
- **Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
- **Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:**
- Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)


- **Title:** Community policing - A shared responsibility : a voice centered relational method analysis of a police/youth-of-color dialogue
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(14) - Strangers in new homelands : keynote

Title: Strangers in new homelands : keynote
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(14)
Date: Oct. 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(15) - The Academic Achievement of Caribbean Students : Promising practices for successful outcomes : education forum: summary and the way forward

Title: The Academic Achievement of Caribbean Students : Promising practices for successful outcomes : education forum: summary and the way forward
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(15)
Date: 26 Nov. 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(16) - Kingston College [Staff Development presentation]

Title: Kingston College [Staff Development presentation]
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(16)
Date: 2014-2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: National Conference on Race and Ethnicity in American Higher Education (NCORE)
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(17)
Date: 2014-2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(18) - "Someone like me would never be hired these days" : the lives, roles and possibilities of racialized faculty in the academy

Title: "Someone like me would never be hired these days" : the lives, roles and possibilities of racialized faculty in the academy

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(18)

Date: Apr. 2015 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(19) - Racial inequity without racism : examining the colour-blind effects of multiculturalism in Universities

Title: Racial inequity without racism : examining the colour-blind effects of multiculturalism in Universities

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(19)

Date: Apr. 2015 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(20) - Employment equity : obscurities, paradoxes, and contradictions

Title: Employment equity : obscurities, paradoxes, and contradictions

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(20)

Date: 20-22 May 2015 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File includes 2015 CAPDHHE conference programme.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(21) - Black leadership and white logic : paradoxes, contradictions and conflicts

Title: Black leadership and white logic : paradoxes, contradictions and conflicts

ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(21)

Date: May 2015 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains BCSA : Community, empowerment & leadership in Black Canada conference program

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(22) - Community knowledge roundtable: promoting youth success through supportive relationships

Title: Community knowledge roundtable: promoting youth success through supportive relationships
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(22)
Date: 10 Nov. 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(23) - Welcome remarks: 30th anniversary: BBPA National Scholarships

Title: Welcome remarks: 30th anniversary: BBPA National Scholarships
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(23)
Date: 2016 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains event program.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(24) - Education : UN Working group of experts on People of African descent Toronto meeting

Title: Education : UN Working group of experts on People of African descent Toronto meeting
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(24)
Date: 18 Oct. 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(25) - Ontario Alliance of Black Student Educators (ONABSE) : Conference and AGM : featured speaker

Title: Ontario Alliance of Black Student Educators (ONABSE) : Conference and AGM : featured speaker
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(25)
Date: Apr. 2017 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(26) - Toward a framework of equity and inclusivity in education : supporting and enhancing students' achievement
Title: Toward a framework of equity and inclusivity in education: supporting and enhancing students' achievement
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(26)
Date: May 2017 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(27) - Toward race equity in education: the schools of Black students in the Greater Toronto Area

Title: Toward race equity in education: the schools of Black students in the Greater Toronto Area
ID: F0707-S00869-2017-020/017(27)
Date: 2017 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Series: F0707-S00870 - Research

Title: Research
ID: F0707-S00870
Date: 1983, 1996-2017 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Series contains proposals, grant applications, reports, data, and administrative documents related to James’ research projects. A significant portion of the series pertains to the following two projects:

The “Bridging the Solitudes” project ([2001?]–2005) examined the racial, ethnic, cultural and financial barriers faced in post-secondary education by students from traditionally marginalized groups. Thirty students participated at York University and Seneca College during the project and regularly met during the ‘common hour’ to discuss their ongoing experiences, expectations, and aspirations for university and life.

The “Racism, Violence and Health Project” (2002-2007) was a $1.25 million study funded by the Canadian Institute for Health Research. Over 900 individuals participated in the study through surveys, in-depth interviews, two-year micro-ethnographies, annual community forums, and smaller community meetings. The goal of the project was to determine perceptions of both global and racism-related stress in the Indigenous African Nova Scotian community, the Caribbean Canadian community in Toronto, and the African immigrant community in Alberta; and to document the first voice accounts of Black men, their families, and communities about their experiences of violence (including the violence of racism). The research team comprised of Dr. Wanda Thomas Bernand (leader), Dr. Dave Este, Dr. Carl James, Dr. Akua Benjamin, Dr. Carol Amaratunga, Dr. Fred Wien, research trainees, and collaborators (including the Health Association of African Canadians, Nova Scotia Association of Black Social Workers, Victoria Road United Baptist Church, Women's Health in Women's Hands, Tropicana Community Services, Calgary African Community Association, Calgary Immigrant Aid Society, Edmonton Immigrant Association, Calgary Catholic Immigration Society, and Calgary African Caribbean Advisory Council).

Publications based on research findings may be found in the Books; Articles and Published Reports; Lectures, Conference and Workshop Presentations series. Background research and literature can also be located in the Subject File series. Related correspondence may also be found in the Professional and Professorial series.

Physical description: 3.74 m of textual records
248 audio cassettes
7 videocassettes : VHS
1 photograph : col. ; 12 x 18 cm
1 computer diskette : 9 x 9 cm
4 compact discs

Language of the material:
English

Arrangement:
Arrangement imposed by archivist based on chronological order and project/area of research.

Restrictions on access:
Some files restricted until 2090. See file level note.

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/016(17) - Proposal to conduct the evaluation of the Human Project charter

Title: Proposal to conduct the evaluation of the Human Project charter

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/016(17)

Date: 12 Nov. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/017(28) - Jane + Finch project

Title: Jane + Finch project

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/017(28)

Date: 1991-1994 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains program outline, interview transcripts, professional development day notes, and meeting minutes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/017(29) - Jane/Finch

Title: Jane/Finch
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/017(29)
Date: 1993-2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains paper drafts, the first and third year reports, research notes,

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/017(30) - Urban Education : Jane/Finch

Title: Urban Education : Jane/Finch
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/017(30)
Date: 1995-2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains presentation material, research notes, reports, correspondence, and publications.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/017(31) - Jane/Finch project

Title: Jane/Finch project
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/017(31)
Date: 1997, [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains interview transcripts, notes, and correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(01) - Westview paper

Title: Westview paper
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(01)
Date: 1998, [1999?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File primarily pertains to drafts of presentation papers.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(02) - Focus schools

Title: Focus schools
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(02)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains research material and records pertaining to the Black Educators Working Group (including a report titled "Model of School and Community-Based Programs for Children, Youth and Adults in the Black and Caribbean Community").

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(03) - Black focus schools

Title: Black focus schools
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(03)
Date: 1995, 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes draft proposal for a Toronto Board of Education Alternative Secondary School with a Focus on African-Canadian Studies, a literature review and analysis of African-Centred Schools in Toronto, and research material.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(04) - Africentric project: articles and other info

Title: Africentric project: articles and other info
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(04)
Date: 2001, 2005, 2008-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains administrative records and research material including newspaper clippings.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(05) - Africentric school materials

Title: Africentric school materials
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(05)
Date: 2009-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains administrative records.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(06) - Africentric school materials

Title: Africentric school materials
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(06)
Date: 2010-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains administrative records and Africentric Alternative School Yearbook (2010-2011).
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(07) - Africentric school materials

Title: Africentric school materials
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(07)
Date: 2008-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains research material, a CD containing the CBC Radio One's The Sunday Edition recording of "A Discussion of Black-Focused Schools" hosted by Michael Enright on 27 January 2008, and a draft memorandum of understanding between the TDSB and York Un
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc
Language of the material: English
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(08) - Africentric secondary school program

Title: Africentric secondary school program
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(08)
Date: 2011-2012, [201-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to the operations (application forms, program brochures, information booklet) of the Leonard Braithwaite Program and Winston Churchill Collegiate Institute.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(09) - Africentric school

Title: Africentric school
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(09)
Date: 2012, [201-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains administrative records including participant consent forms and year one project report draft.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(10) - Africentric school research project

Title: Africentric school research project  
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(10)  
Date: 2013-2017 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:
File contains research material including coded interview transcripts, newspaper clippings, program material, and administration records such as reports.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Language of the material:  
English  

Publication status:  
Published  
Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(11) - Africentric school

Title: Africentric school  
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(11)  
Date: 2010-2013 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:
File contains administrative documents with an emphasis on York University ethics review records.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Language of the material:  
English
Note [generalNote]:
Part 1 of 2. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(12) - Africentric school**

Title: Africentric school

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(12)

Date: 2010-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains administrative documents with an emphasis on York University ethics review records.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 2. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(13) - Africentric alternative school research project : progress report : year 1**

Title: Africentric alternative school research project : progress report : year 1

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/018(13)

Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(01) - Conrad and Kelly : research data : [Jane/Finch]
   Title: Conrad and Kelly : research data : [Jane/Finch]
   ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(01)
   Date: 1997-2003 (date of creation)
   Scope and content:
       File contains interview transcripts and literature review preparations for a paper.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(02) - Jane and Finch
   Title: Jane and Finch
   ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(02)
   Date: 2006 (date of creation)
   Scope and content:
       File pertains to demographics of area.
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(03) - Jane and Finch : research proposal with Paul Ritvo

Title: Jane and Finch : research proposal with Paul Ritvo
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(03)
Date: [2008?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(04) - The Westview Partnership

Title: The Westview Partnership
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(04)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains promotional material and meeting material regarding partnerships (with handwritten notes).

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(05) - Jane and Finch

Title: Jane and Finch

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(05)

Date: 2010-2016 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains a draft for Schooling in the Urban Context; a draft for Youth in Focus, Friends in Trouble: Justice, Access for "Marginalized" and Low Income Youth; correspondence, research material including literature, and a student's major research project.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(06) - Jane and Finch reference material

Title: Jane and Finch reference material

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(06)

Date: 2014-2016 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(07) - Westview

Title: Westview

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(07)

Date: 1998-2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains research material, Parent/family and Community Involvement in Schools, literature reviews, and administrative documents including partnership overview, status reports, presentation slides, and correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Westview partnership : overview, handbook, report

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(08)

Date: 2000-2002, [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(09) - Africentric school

Title: Africentric school
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(09)
Date: 2010-2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to administrative functions of research project including records such as correspondence, draft grant agreements, and consent forms.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(10) - Westview

Title: Westview
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(10)
Date: 1991-1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File primarily contains meeting agendas, minutes, and packages.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(11) - Westview program

Title: Westview program
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(11)
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File primarily contains meeting agendas, minutes, and packages.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(12) - "Youth in Focus" research project

Title: "Youth in Focus" research project
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(12)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains grant applications, consent forms, facilitator’s guide, ethics review, program overview, and coded qualitative data.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(13) - [Youth in Focus] Research project

Title: [Youth in Focus] Research project
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/019(13)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains funding and ethics review applications.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(01) - Youth in Focus, Friends in Trouble: Justice, access to Justice for "Marginalized' and Low Income Youth

Title: Youth in Focus, Friends in Trouble: Justice, access to Justice for "Marginalized' and Low Income Youth
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(01)
Date: Dec. 2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains final interim report from December 2009.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(02) - "Youth in Focus" research project
Title: "Youth in Focus" research project
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(02)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains coded qualitative data and research material.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(03) - Data from Brampton school
Title: Data from Brampton school
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(03)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains summary of survey findings, presentation material, and notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(04) - CJ Ref : 'AT Risk"

Title: CJ Ref : 'AT Risk"
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(04)
Date: 2006, 2007, [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains research material and draft of "Why is the school basketball team predominantly Black? And what that says about educators' role in 'leveling the playing field".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(05) - [Youth in Focus] : Data : youth residing in Jane/Finch

Title: [Youth in Focus] : Data : youth residing in Jane/Finch
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(05)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains transcripts of focus groups.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(06) - [Youth in Focus] : Data : youth residing in Jane/Finch

Title: [Youth in Focus] : Data : youth residing in Jane/Finch
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(06)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains transcripts of individual interviews and notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(07) - [Youth in Focus] : Data : youth residing in Jane/Finch

Title: [Youth in Focus] : Data : youth residing in Jane/Finch
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(07)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains transcripts of individual interviews and notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(08) - Building and Mobilizing Knowledge on Race and Colonialism in Canada

Title: Building and Mobilizing Knowledge on Race and Colonialism in Canada
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(08)
Date: 2009-2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains administrative documents including funding proposals and ethics review submissions.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(09) - Building and Mobilizing Knowledge on Race and Colonialism in Canada

Title: Building and Mobilizing Knowledge on Race and Colonialism in Canada
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(09)
Date: Dec. 2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains signed consent forms and notes on the focus group.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: CERIS [Centre of Excellence for Research on Immigration and Settlement] project : 2000
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(10)
Date: 1997-2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains correspondence, interview guides, presentation handouts, and administrative documents concerning the project.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Police project : YCEC : TPSB final report
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(11)
Date: 4 Apr. 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Title: Police project : YCEC : TPSB final report
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(12)
Date: 4 Apr. 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains appendices of report.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 2. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(13) - Product of Canada interview transcripts

Title: Product of Canada interview transcripts
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/020(13)
Date: [2002?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(01) - Product of Canada: interview transcripts

Title: Product of Canada: interview transcripts
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(01)
Date: [2002?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(02) - Product of Canada: interview transcripts

Title: Product of Canada: interview transcripts
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(02)  
Date: [2002?] (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Language of the material:  
English  

Restrictions on access:  
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.  

Publication status:  
Published  

Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)  

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(03) - Product of Canada: interview transcripts  
Title: Product of Canada: interview transcripts  
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(03)  
Date: [2002?] (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Language of the material:  
English  

Restrictions on access:  
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.  

Publication status:  
Published  

Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)  

---
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(04) - Product of Canada: admin, distribution of results, correspondence

Title: Product of Canada: admin, distribution of results, correspondence
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(04)
Date: 1998-2000, [200-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains funding and ethics review applications.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(05) - "Product of Canada?!" : Caribbean-Canadians, family, transnationalism and settlement process

Title: "Product of Canada?!" : Caribbean-Canadians, family, transnationalism and settlement process
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(05)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File also contains interview guide.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(06) - Product of Canada: forms and transcripts

Title: Product of Canada: forms and transcripts
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(06)
Date: 2002, [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(07) - Product of Canada: research data

Title: Product of Canada: research data
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(07)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File primarily contains participant consent forms.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(08) - Research about Boys in Toronto [School-Community Intervention Programs for Vulnerable Boys]

Title: Research about Boys in Toronto [School-Community Intervention Programs for Vulnerable Boys]

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(08)

Date: [201-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains draft publication/

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Research [ : At Risk Boys]

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(09)

Date: 2010, 2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains a literature review, budget, research applications, ethics review, and administrative correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(10) - Sharing Experiences: conversations in urban/suburban education and community

Title: Sharing Experiences: conversations in urban/suburban education and community
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(10)
Date: 2009, 2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains SSHRC Public Outreach Grant application.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(11) - Boys Project [School-and Community-Based Interventions for At-Risk Boys: Multiple Case Studies]

Title: Boys Project [School-and Community-Based Interventions for At-Risk Boys: Multiple Case Studies]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(11)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains grant agreement and correspondence regarding a data collection matrix.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(12) - Sharing Experiences: conversations in urban/suburban education and community: SSHRC application

Title: Sharing Experiences: conversations in urban/suburban education and community: SSHRC application

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(12)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains SSHRC Public Outreach Grant application.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(13) - Sharing experiences: conversations in Education: memo

Title: Sharing experiences: conversations in Education: memo

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(13)

Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(14) - Anti-Colonial Project

Title: Anti-Colonial Project
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(14)
Date: 2011-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains group discussion notes, funding options, meeting material including agendas and minutes, film analysis, and correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(15) - Anti-Colonial Project

Title: Anti-Colonial Project
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(15)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(16) - Police project : YCEC

Title: Police project : YCEC
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(16)
Date: 2009-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains administrative records.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Police Project : YCEC : PP : TPSB Project Ethics review
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/021(17)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Police Project : YCEP : PP : TPSB: Healing Ourselves
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(01)
Date: 2007-2009 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains ethics review and consent forms.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(02) - Police project : YCEC : "We expect much of you": enlisting youth in the policing of marginalized communities

Title: Police project : YCEC : "We expect much of you": enlisting youth in the policing of marginalized communities
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(02)
Date: [2012?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains paper written by Selom Chapman-Nyaho, Carl E. James, and Danielle Kwan-Lafond.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(03) - Police project : YCEC : GA : Toronto police youth services

Title: Police project : YCEC : GA : Toronto police youth services
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(03)
Date: 2009-2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains administrative documents including project proposal.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(04) - Transcript of university athletes

Title: Transcript of university athletes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(04)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 computer diskette : 9 x 9 cm
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(05) - Career equity for youth
Title: Career equity for youth

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(05)

Date: 1991, [199-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains administrative records, research data, and scholarly analysis.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(06) - Shoreham : details, instruments

Title: Shoreham : details, instruments

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(06)

Date: 1992-1997, [199-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains primarily contains research data but also includes administrative records and scholarly analysis.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(07) - Career equity [for] youth : literature review

Title: Career equity [for] youth : literature review
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(07)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains published item titled "A Literature Review and Search for Strategies : Career Equity for Youth" by Carl James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(08) - Career equity for youth : the resources

Title: Career equity for youth : the resources
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(08)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains multiple published items that were grouped together in a binder.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(09) - Canadian Black Communities Demographic Project

Title: Canadian Black Communities Demographic Project

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(09)

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains records such as project manual, meeting agendas, project description, and memorandums.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: "Product of Canada?!!" : Caribbean-Canadians, family, transnationalism and the settlement process: research proposal

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(10)

Date: May 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(11) - Making it Video Participants - Sobaz Benjamin

Title: Making it Video Participants - Sobaz Benjamin
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(11)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains records pertaining to project description.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(12) - TDSB : Proposal : Centre

Title: TDSB : Proposal : Centre
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(12)
Date: [2007?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(13) - Statement of problem, purpose, and research questions

Title: Statement of problem, purpose, and research questions
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(13)
Date: [2008?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(14) - Youth project: perceptions of policing

Title: Youth project: perceptions of policing
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(14)
Date: [2008?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   File contains project proposal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(15) - Australia/Canada proposal

Title: Australia/Canada proposal
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(16) - Assessment of effectiveness of TPSB Youth Programs Initiatives - Notice of contract award

Title: Assessment of effectiveness of TPSB Youth Programs Initiatives - Notice of contract award

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(16)

Date: 13 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(17) - SSHRC proposal : Racism in universities

Title: SSHRC proposal : Racism in universities

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(17)

Date: 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(18) - Optical regional advanced network of Ontario (ORANO) grant

Title: Optical regional advanced network of Ontario (ORANO) grant
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(18)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(19) - Addressing the educational performance of students, with a focus of the socio-cultural factors : ethics approval

Title: Addressing the educational performance of students, with a focus of the socio-cultural factors : ethics approval
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/022(19)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(01) - S. Schechter: Schooling speakers of the societal language as a 2nd dialect

Title: S. Schechter: Schooling speakers of the societal language as a 2nd dialect

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(01)

Date: 2009-2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains SSHRC grant application, TDSB research application, TDSB school profiles, interview protocols, and correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(02) - YIPI [Youth in Policing Initiative] ethics

Title: YIPI [Youth in Policing Initiative] ethics

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(02)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains signed parental consent forms.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

**Publication status:**
- Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(03) - Proposal to conduct the evaluation of the Human Project Charter**

**Title:** Proposal to conduct the evaluation of the Human Project Charter

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(03)

**Date:** 6 Jan. 2010 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
- English

**Publication status:**
- Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(04) - OERP : Ontario education research panel**

**Title:** OERP : Ontario education research panel

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(04)

**Date:** 15 Jan. 2010 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
- File contains meeting minutes.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
- English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(05) - Research with Lance McCready on boys

Title: Research with Lance McCready on boys
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(05)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains primarily interview transcripts; also contains presentation slides and data collection update document.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(06) - Antigua project

Title: Antigua project
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(06)
Date: 2010-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes administrative records and project proposal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(07) - Research interviews [children of Caribbean background]

Title: Research interviews [children of Caribbean background]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(07)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  File contains interview transcripts.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(08) - Making connections: school, parents and community in new Suburban Neighbourhoods

Title: Making connections: school, parents and community in new Suburban Neighbourhoods
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(08)
Date: 2011-2012, [201-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  File contains administrative records, presentation slides, and a paper proposal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(09) - Racialization, racism, and the University

Title: Racialization, racism, and the University

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(09)

Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains signed participant forms, draft chapters for the Equity Myth, administrative records, and correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(10) - Academic innovation fund : supporting learners, enhancing success through communities of learning

Title: Academic innovation fund : supporting learners, enhancing success through communities of learning

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(10)

Date: 15 Feb. 2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(11) - Insight Development Grant: Promoting the Academic Literacy Development of Generation 1.5 English Language Learners: A proactive agenda

Title: Insight Development Grant: Promoting the Academic Literacy Development of Generation 1.5 English Language Learners: A proactive agenda
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(11)
Date: [2011?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points: Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(12) - Academic Innovation Fund application

Title: Academic Innovation Fund application
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(12)
Date: 2011-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content: File pertains to project titled "Supporting learners, enhancing success through communities of learning".
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points: Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(13) - Research in Jamaica

Title: Research in Jamaica
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(13)
Date: [2011?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains focus group notes and draft findings.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(14) - Jamaica Groundings Project

Title: Jamaica Groundings Project
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(14)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains participant involvement description and meeting minutes.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(15) - Jamaica - Canadian Connections

Title: Jamaica - Canadian Connections
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(15)
Date: 2011-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains administrative records, book proposal, research material including research data and published literature, event coordination, and correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(16) - Proposal for York University/TDSB Partnership in Student Success

Title: Proposal for York University/TDSB Partnership in Student Success
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/023(16)
Date: [2011?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(01) - Research [ : Supporting learners, enhancing success through communities of learning]

Title: Research [ : Supporting learners, enhancing success through communities of learning]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(01)
Date: 2011-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains interview protocols, event planning, grant applications, project description, and research transcript.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(02) - Comparison of racialized and non-racialized faculty from UTPH 2013 survey

Title: Comparison of racialized and non-racialized faculty from UTPH 2013 survey
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(02)
Date: 14 Dec. 2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains document titled "UTPH_8 comparing racialized v1 w prcent.log".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Title: Neighbourhood influences on education and employment outcomes of Black Male Youth: An exploratory mixed-methods case study of Toronto

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(03)

Date: 24 Jan. 2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to funding and grant application.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(04) - Team grant: advancing research to improve Boys' and Men's health

Title: Team grant: advancing research to improve Boys' and Men's health

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(04)

Date: [2014?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: IDRC Project : Machine on the Move [Safe and Inclusive Cities: Research to Reduce Urban Violence, Poverty, and Inequalities]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(05)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains funding application and presentation material titled "Building peace : through respect and community".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(06) - Research on the Rites of Passage Program

Title: Research on the Rites of Passage Program
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(06)
Date: 2016 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to funding.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(07) - CERIS : Centre of Excellence for Research on Immigration and Settlement

Title: CERIS : Centre of Excellence for Research on Immigration and Settlement

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(07)

Date: 1999, 2004, 2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains CERIS publications (including newsletters) and administrative records (including budgets, faculty affiliation applications, and meeting minutes).

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(08) - CERIS board chair

Title: CERIS board chair

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/024(08)

Date: 2005-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains administrative records,

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(01) - CERIS

Title: CERIS
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(01)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains administrative records.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(02) - Investigating the Social Construction of Race and Diversity in Faculties of Physical Education

Title: Investigating the Social Construction of Race and Diversity in Faculties of Physical Education
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(02)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(03) - KNAER - draft paper : demographic data and student equity**

**Title:** KNAER - draft paper : demographic data and student equity

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(03)

**Date:** 6 Mar. 2012 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:** English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(04) - OERP [Ontario Education Research Panel]**

**Title:** OERP [Ontario Education Research Panel]

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(04)

**Date:** 2007-2008 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File contains meeting minutes, presentation slides, terms of reference, and correspondence.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

Publication status: Published
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(05) - Sports, race, and schools: contradiction or liability?

Title: Sports, race, and schools: contradiction or liability?
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(05)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains draft funding application.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(06) - Untitled project budget

Title:Untitled project budget
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(06)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(07) - CJ : REF : Bridging the Solitudes

Title: CJ : REF : Bridging the Solitudes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(07)
Date: [2003?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File primarily contains interview transcript notes. Administrative records, research data, and draft publications also included.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(08) - Bridging the Solitude paper

Title: Bridging the Solitude paper
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/025(08)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/026 - BtS : work placement transcripts

Title: BtS : work placement transcripts
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/026

Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Box contains a key to project participant pseudonyms and work placement interview transcripts.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

Restricted. Pseudonym key closed until 2090. Work placement interview transcripts available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/027 - BtS : work placement transcripts

Title: BtS : work placement transcripts

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/027

Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Box contains work placement interview transcripts.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

Work placement interview transcripts contain third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(01) - BtS : Amanda's profile

Title: BtS : Amanda's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(01)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(02) - BtS : Amy's profile

Title: BtS : Amy's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(02)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(03) - BtS : Beth's profile
Title: BtS : Beth's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(03)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(04) - BtS : Carter's profile

Title: BtS : Carter's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(04)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(05) - BtS : Darva's profile

Title: BtS : Darva's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(05)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(06) - BtS : Diana's profile

Title: BtS : Diana's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(06)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(07) - BtS : Devon's profile

Title: BtS : Devon's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(07)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(08) - BtS : Garcia's profile

Title: BtS : Garcia's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(08)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(09) - BtS : Jafari's profile

Title: BtS : Jafari's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(09)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(10) - BtS : Kyle's profile

Title: BtS : Kyle's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(10)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(11) - BtS : Kiara's profile

Title: BtS : Kiara's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(11)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(12) - BtS : Jasmine's profile

Title: BtS : Jasmine's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(12)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(13) - BtS : Jamal's profile

Title: BtS : Jamal's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(13)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(14) - BtS : Laura's profile

Title: BtS : Laura's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(14)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(15) - BtS : Lewis/Kalil's profile

Title: BtS : Lewis/Kalil's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(15)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(16) - BtS : Lionel's profile

Title: BtS : Lionel's profile

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/028(16)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: BtS : Luke's profile

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(01)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published
**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(02) - BtS : Melanie's profile**

Title: BtS : Melanie's profile  
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(02)  
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Language of the material: English  
Publication status: Published  
Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(03) - BtS : Mercede's profile**

Title: BtS : Mercede's profile  
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(03)  
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Language of the material: English  
Publication status: Published  
Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(04) - BtS : Mina's profile**

Title: BtS : Mina's profile  
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(04)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(05) - BtS : Nadia's profile

Title: BtS : Nadia's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(05)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(06) - BtS : Oksana's profile

Title: BtS : Oksana's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(06)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:

York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(07) - BtS : Peter's profile

Title: BtS : Peter's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(07)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(08) - BtS : Sam's profile

Title: BtS : Sam's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(08)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(09) - BtS : Shayla's profile
Title: BtS : Shayla's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(09)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(10) - BtS : Sheena's profile
Title: BtS : Sheena's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(10)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(11) - BtS : Stephanie's profile
Title: BtS : Stephanie's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(11)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(12) - BtS : Tristiana's profile

Title: BtS : Tristiana's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(12)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(13) - BtS : Turner's's profile

Title: BtS : Turner's's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(13)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(14) - BtS : Shayla's profile

Title: BtS : Shayla's profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/029(14)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: BtS : CURA : participant files
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/030
Date: 2000-2005, [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Box contains records regarding participant's involvement in the project, including applicants who were not selected for participation.

Physical description: 12 cm of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/031 - BtS : CURA : participant files**

**Title:** BtS : CURA : participant files  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/031  
**Date:** 2001-2002 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Box contains records pertaining to participant recruitment and consent.

**Physical description:** 7 cm of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Restrictions on access:**
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/032 - BtS : CURA : participant files**

**Title:** BtS : CURA : participant files  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/032  
**Date:** 2000-2005, [200-?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Box contains records regarding participant's involvement in the project, including applicants who were not selected for participation.

**Physical description:** 7 cm of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English
Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(01) - [BtS : ] CURA articles

Title: [BtS : ] CURA articles
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(01)
Date: 1997-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
    English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [BtS : ] What makes work placement work? A case study analysis of wok placement in the Bridging the Solitude Programme at York University and Seneca College
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(02)
Date: [2003?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains project proposal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(03) - [BtS : ] Labour studies field placement evaluation

Title: [BtS : ] Labour studies field placement evaluation
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(03)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(04) - Bridging the Solitudes - RFP Submission

Title: Bridging the Solitudes - RFP Submission
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(04)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(05) - [BtS : ] Stepping stones and obstacles : Investigating Canadian Trade Union Participation in Equity Programmes for Marginalized Youth

Title: [BtS : ] Stepping stones and obstacles : Investigating Canadian Trade Union Participation in Equity Programmes for Marginalized Youth

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(05)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains project proposal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(06) - C.U.R.A. proposal : Bridging the Solitudes

Title: C.U.R.A. proposal : Bridging the Solitudes

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(06)

Date: [199-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains project proposal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Title: [BtS : ] Working to Bridge the Academic Union Divide : An analysis on the CURA Work study placement

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(07)

Date: [2000?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains project proposal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(08) - [BtS : ] Thoughts about research within CURA project

Title: [BtS : ] Thoughts about research within CURA project

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(08)

Date: 14 May 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(09) - [BtS : ] Bibliography

Title: [BtS : ] Bibliography
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(09)
Date: [1999?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(10) - [BtS : ] CURA notes

Title: [BtS : ] CURA notes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(10)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains handwritten notes.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [BtS : ] Research and engagement with trade unions
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(11)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [BtS : ] Work placement : Bridging the Solitudes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(12)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains meeting agendas, minutes, and revised work placement framework.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(13) - Bridging the Solitudes participant consent form

Title: Bridging the Solitudes participant consent form
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(13)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(14) - Bridging the Solitudes: interview assignment

Title: Bridging the Solitudes: interview assignment
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(14)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [BtS : ] St. Christopher's
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(15)
Date: 2001-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to project funding from St. Christopher's House.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [BtS : ] CURA/Bridging : Research-Seneca

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(16)

Date: 2002, [200-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to draft publication.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(17) - Bridging the Solitudes : administrative documents

Title: Bridging the Solitudes : administrative documents

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(17)
Date: 2000-2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [BtS : ] CURA : Access + equity projects - TYP (U of T) [transitional year program]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(18)
Date: 1991, 1999-2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [BtS : ] CURA : Mathien paper
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(19)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(20) - [BtS : ] Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium : agenda

Title: [BtS : ] Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium : agenda
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(20)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [BtS : ] CURA/Bridging : research-policy & strategy
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(21)
Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(22) - Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium: wrap up

Title: Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium: wrap up
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(22)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(23) - Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium: abstracts/papers

Title: Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium: abstracts/papers
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(23)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(24) - Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium: meeting notes

Title: Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium: meeting notes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(24)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(25) - Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium: logistics
Title: Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium: logistics
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(26) - CURA/Bridging: conferences
Title: CURA/Bridging: conferences
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(26)
Date: 2002-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: CURA : executive committee mtg : 26 Feb. 2002
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(27)
Date: 2000, 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: CURA : Access + equity projects - Regent Park CHC
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(28)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(29) - CURA : access and equity (U of T) projects - 1st nations house

Title: CURA : access and equity (U of T) projects - 1st nations house
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(29)
Date: 1996, 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(30) - CURA : steps to arts (York)

Title: CURA : steps to arts (York)
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(30)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(31) - CURA : other projects : research

Title: CURA : other projects : research
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(31)
Date: 2000, 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(32) - CURA/Bridging : research

Title: CURA/Bridging : research

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(32)

Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(33) - CURA/Bridging : research : St. Chris

Title: CURA/Bridging : research : St. Chris

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/033(33)

Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to undertaking research at the St. Christopher's House.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(01) - CURA : feedback : recruitment

Title: CURA : feedback : recruitment
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(01)
Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(02) - CURA : admissions + assistance

Title: CURA : admissions + assistance
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(02)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to how project will assist participants.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(03) - CURA : completed selection forms**

**Title:** CURA : completed selection forms  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(03)  
**Date:** Jan. 2001 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
File pertains to selection of participants.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Restrictions on access:**
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(04) - CURA : late apps mtg**

**Title:** CURA : late apps mtg  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(04)  
**Date:** June 2002 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
File pertains to selection of participants.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**
Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(05) - CURA : executive - in progress
Title: CURA : executive - in progress
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(05)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File primarily pertains to conference presentations.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: CURA : selection ctte mtgs re : Sept. 2002
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(06)
Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to a review of the project participant selection criteria.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(07) - CURA : research + executive ctte mtgs

Title: CURA : research + executive ctte mtgs
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(07)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains agenda packages.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(08) - CURA : research ctte

Title: CURA : research ctte
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(08)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains agenda packages.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Title: CURA : selection ctte mtg : Feb 6/02 re : Sept 02 apps

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(09)

Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains agenda packages.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: CURA/Bridging : selection committee rpt [report]

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(10)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to draft publication.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(11) - CURA : Community partners - working women c.c. [community centre]

Title: CURA : Community partners - working women c.c. [community centre]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(11)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains community centre newsletter (Fall 2000) and newspaper clipping.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(12) - Project partner : Westview

Title: Project partner : Westview
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(12)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains pamphlet for Westview partnership project.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

    English

Publication status:

    Published

Access points:

    • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(13) - CURA : Daimler Chrysler support

Title: CURA : Daimler Chrysler support

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(13)

Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

    English

Publication status:

    Published

Access points:

    • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(14) - CURA : labour partners : CAW [Canadian Auto Workers]

Title: CURA : labour partners : CAW [Canadian Auto Workers]

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(14)

Date: 2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains primarily contains meeting material and CAW publications:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(17) - CURA : executive committee mtgs

Title: CURA : executive committee mtgs
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(17)
Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(18) - Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium : presenters/correspondence

Title: Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium : presenters/correspondence
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(18)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(19) - CURA : curriculum ctte**

**Title:** CURA : curriculum ctte  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(19)  
**Date:** 2000 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(20) - CURA : curriculum - common courses**

**Title:** CURA : curriculum - common courses  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(20)  
**Date:** 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(21) - CURA : meetings with P.I.**

**Title:** CURA : meetings with P.I.  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/034(21)  
**Date:** 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(01) - Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium : invites

Title: Bridging the Solitudes - Colloquium : invites

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(01)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(02) - CURA : recruitment and selection ctte

Title: CURA : recruitment and selection ctte

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(02)

Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to selection of participants in the Bridging the Solitudes project.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(03) - CURA : Community partners - culture link

Title: CURA : Community partners - culture link
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(03)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(04) - CURA : Community partners : Portuguese-Canadian Coalition for Better Education

Title: CURA : Community partners : Portuguese-Canadian Coalition for Better Education
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(04)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(05) - CURA : Community partners : Portuguese Interagency Network

Title: CURA : Community partners : Portuguese Interagency Network
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(05)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(06) - CURA : Community partners - St. Christopher House

Title: CURA : Community partners - St. Christopher House
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(06)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(07) - CURA : Community partners - Dixie-Bloor neighbourhood centre

Title: CURA : Community partners - Dixie-Bloor neighbourhood centre

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(07)

Date: [200-] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(08) - CURA : Community partners : CSSP - Centre for Spanish Speaking Peoples

Title: CURA : Community partners : CSSP - Centre for Spanish Speaking Peoples

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(08)

Date: [200-] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(09) - CURA : Community partners : Native Canadian Centre

Title: CURA : Community partners : Native Canadian Centre

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(09)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(10) - CURA : Community partners : Tropicana**

Title: CURA : Community partners : Tropicana

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(10)

Date: 2000-2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(11) - CURA : community groups and contacts**

Title: CURA : community groups and contacts

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(11)

Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: RVH : Racism, violence & health research [: quantitative analysis : Betham : book]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(12)
Date: Dec. 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Compact disc contains quantitative and qualitative data pertaining to draft RVH chapters 3 to 7, last edited 03/01/2007.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(13) - RVH : Racism, violence & health research : ethnography notes

Title: RVH : Racism, violence & health research : ethnography notes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(13)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(14) - RVH : Racism, violence & health research**

**Title:** RVH : Racism, violence & health research

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(14)

**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(15) - RVH : Racism, violence & health : Toronto**

**Title:** RVH : Racism, violence & health : Toronto

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(15)

**Date:** [200-?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 6 photographs : col. and b&w ; 10 x 18 cm or smaller

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(16) - RVH : Racism, violence & health research : COPE items

Title: RVH : Racism, violence & health research : COPE items

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(16)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: RVH : Racism, violence & health research [ : interviews]

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(17)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to interviews including ethics review board and recommended changes after a pilot interview.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Racism, Violence & Health : research [ : data]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(18)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains records with handwritten notes on interview transcripts and a code book to some interview questions focused on racism.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: RVH : Racism, violence & health research [ : interview transcript]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(19)
Date: 18 Sept. 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains one transcript pertaining to an interview with A.B. on 18 September 2004.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(20) - Background literature for RVH project**

**Title:** Background literature for RVH project

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(20)

**Date:** [200-?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(21) - Health and Wellbeing annotated bibliography - Part I**

**Title:** Health and Wellbeing annotated bibliography - Part I

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(21)

**Date:** 14 Feb. 2003 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

Publication status:
Published
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(22) - Annotated bibliography : the impact of violence on the health and well-being of Black-men and their families and communities

Title: Annotated bibliography : the impact of violence on the health and well-being of Black-men and their families and communities

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(22)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(23) - RVH : racism, violence, & health

Title: RVH : racism, violence, & health

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(23)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains printed slides for presentation titled "What are we learning about the health and well-being of African and Caribbean immigrants and Canadian Blacks (3rd plus generation) in Halifax, Toronto, and Calgary."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Title: Part III : the Research Summary [draft]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(24)
Date: [2001?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/035(25) - U.S. research : RE. RVH project

Title: U.S. research : RE. RVH project
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)


Title: RVH : Racism, violence, & health research [ : CIHR application]
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(01) - [RVH : ] List of interviewees

Title: [RVH : ] List of interviewees
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(01)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(02) - RVH : micro ethnography recruitment letter for participant

Title: RVH : micro ethnography recruitment letter for participant
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(02)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
**Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(03) - [RVH : ] Survey instruments**

*Title*: [RVH : ] Survey instruments  
*ID*: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(03)  
*Date*: 2003 (date of creation)  
*Physical description*: 1 folder of textual records  
*Language of the material*:  
  English  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(04) - [RVH : ] Quantitative Questionnaire : Master**

*Title*: [RVH : ] Quantitative Questionnaire : Master  
*ID*: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(04)  
*Date*: [200-?] (date of creation)  
*Physical description*: 1 folder of textual records  
*Language of the material*:  
  English  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(05) - RVH drawing

Title: RVH drawing
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(05)
Date: 20 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(06) - [RVH : ] Dalhousie University Social Science and Humanities ethics package

Title: [RVH : ] Dalhousie University Social Science and Humanities ethics package
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(06)
Date: [2002?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
Title: [RVH : ] Quantitative Questionnaire Administration

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(07)

Date: 2003, [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: [RVH : ] Quantitative Survey Lists

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(08)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains budget, participant contact information, key to participant codes, and interview transcripts.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(09) - [RVH : ] Qualitative Interviews : key informants

Title: [RVH : ] Qualitative Interviews : key informants
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(09)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains list of participants and potential participants contact information.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Qualitative interview materials
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(10)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains overview of qualitative interview material guide and key informant interview guide.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Title: [RVH : ] Qualitative interview work plan, guide, and package
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(11)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains work plan, interview guide, and interview package.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Questionnaires from training: does not fit recruitment profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(12)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Training questionnaires : no fit
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(13)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Key informant interview guide
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(14)
Date: 23 Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

Title: [RVH : ] Ethics submission : Qualitative interviews

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(15)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Ethics submission : quantitative survey

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(16)

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [RVH : ] Ethics submission : community forums
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(17)
Date: 2003-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
    English

Publication status:
    Published

Access points:
    • Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [RVH : ] Ethics submission : micro ethnography
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(18)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
    English

Publication status:
    Published

Access points:
    • Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [RVH : ] Ethics approval correspondence : York U
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(19)
Date: 20 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [RVH : ] Micro ethnography - questionnaire (team mtg.)
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(20)
Date: [2005?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains initial interview guide focal participant, example of reporting for micro ethnographers, and presentation slides for "Conducting ethnographic research: a brief guide".
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(21) - [RVH : ] Racialization, criminalization, marginalization
Title: [RVH : ] Racialization, criminalization, marginalization
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(21)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

**Title:** [RVH : ] Minutes of Reference Group  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(22)  
**Date:** 2005 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**  
File contains meeting minutes.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(23) - [RVH : ] Toronto Star notes on the Black Canadian**

**Title:** [RVH : ] Toronto Star notes on the Black Canadian  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(23)  
**Date:** 2002 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**  
File contains meeting minutes and newspaper clipping.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(24) - [RVH :] Confidentiality Agreements

Title: [RVH :] Confidentiality Agreements
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(24)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains signed research assistant agreements.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted. File closed until 2090 to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(25) - [RVH :] Reference group

Title: [RVH :] Reference group
Date: 2003-2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence, meeting minutes and agendas, and draft terms of reference.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: [RVH : ] Original Sample
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(26)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains statistics to sample demographics.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(27) - [RVH : ] Canadian Institutes of Health Research : Operating budget module

Title: [RVH : ] Canadian Institutes of Health Research : Operating budget module
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(27)
Date: [2001?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title:** [RVH : ] Accounting

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(28)

**Date:** 2002-2004 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title:** [RVH : ] CIHR mid-term report

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(29)

**Date:** 2004 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [RVH : ] Canadian Institutes of Health Research Application
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(30)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(31) - [RVH : ] Team meeting

Title: [RVH : ] Team meeting
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(31)
Date: 11-13 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains meeting minutes and list of actions.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(32) - RVH team meeting

Title: RVH team meeting
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(32)
Date: Apr. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: RVH : racism, violence and health : [RVH Literature Review]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(33)
Date: June 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:
Printed by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [RVH : ] Minutes : November 2005 team meeting
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/036(34)
Date: Nov. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(01) - Canadian Heritage : Re : Community representation at conference : Racism, Violence and Health - Making the Connections

Title: Canadian Heritage : Re : Community representation at conference : Racism, Violence and Health - Making the Connections
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(01)
Date: 14 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(02) - Conference : Making connections : Racism, violence and health

Title: Conference : Making connections : Racism, violence and health
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(02)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains call for papers list of received abstracts, correspondence, conference outline, and meeting minutes.

Title: [RVH : ] Frameworks : Socialization of the African Mind : a concept for Understanding our reality/Paul Kwasi Kafele

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(03)

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains presentation slides.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(05) - R.V.H. [timeline, findings, abstract correspondence, other research "the research process of health risks and disease in the Preston Communities, Cherry/Brook/Lake Loon"]

Title: R.V.H. [timeline, findings, abstract correspondence, other research "the research process of health risks and disease in the Preston Communities, Cherry/Brook/Lake Loon"]

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(05)

Date: 2007, [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: [RVH : ] CJ : Project : Racism, Violence, and Health Project [CIHR final report]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(06)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(07) - [RVH : ] Community health forum

Title: [RVH : ] Community health forum
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(07)
Date: 3 Dec. 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains report and filled out forum evaluation forms.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:

Title: [RVH : ] Women and post traumatic stress disorder : moving research to policy/ Francisca Isi Omordian and Judy White

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(08)

Date: [2003?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Posttraumatic stress disorder : the lived experience of immigrant, refugee and visible minority women

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(09)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(10) - [RVH : ] Racialization, criminalization and marginalization of blacks

Title: [RVH : ] Racialization, criminalization and marginalization of blacks
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(10)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Caught at the Intersection
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(11)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains administrative records pertaining to project.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

Title: [RVH : ] Caught at the Intersection
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(12)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains key informants list, interview guides, and interview transcripts.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Caught at the Intersection : race, violence and health in the Black communities of Calgary, Toronto and Halifax : a historical overview
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(13)
Date: July 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains literature review.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(14) - Caught at the Intersection - RVH : selected annotated history bibliography

Title: Caught at the Intersection - RVH : selected annotated history bibliography
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(14)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] The impact of day-to-day violence and Racism on the health and well-being of Black community members : community forum : Lawrence Heights
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(15)
Date: 11 Jan. 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains report from community forum.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(16) - RVH - sampling selection criteria and considerations : presentation

Title: RVH - sampling selection criteria and considerations : presentation
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(16)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(17) - RVH : organizational profile, research, bibliography, field note sheet, qualitative question research, teleconference minutes

Title: RVH : organizational profile, research, bibliography, field note sheet, qualitative question research, teleconference minutes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(17)
Date: 1997, [200-?], 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:

Title: [RVH : ] Racism, Violence and Health Project : $1.25 million study looks at impact of racism, violence on health and well being of African Canadians

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(18)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(19) - RVH Project

Title: RVH Project

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(19)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
  File contains presentation slides, administrative records, and quantitative data.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(20) - RVH : Racism, violence and health research [: project proposal]

Title: RVH : Racism, violence and health research [: project proposal]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(20)
Date: 2 Dec. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Newspaper and journal stress and immigration articles seen by Carl James
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(21)
Date: 1997, 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(22) - [RVH : ] Administration : General
Title: [RVH : ] Administration : General

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(22)

Date: 13 Sept. 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains project mailing list, ethics approval correspondence, and quantitative survey $50 draw document.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(23) - RVH : draft report

Title: RVH : draft report

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(23)

Date: [200-] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/037(24) - Analysis of RVH Survey based on Question 223 - "culture-based spirituality is the strongest influence in my life"

Title: Analysis of RVH Survey based on Question 223 - "culture-based spirituality is the strongest influence in my life"
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(01) - [RVH : ] Calgary Community Forum

Title: [RVH : ] Calgary Community Forum

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(01)

Date: 25 Jan. 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains report from community forum.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Halifax community forum 2002/2003 : Racism makes you sick - It's a deadly disease

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(02)

Date: Nov. 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains report from community forum.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Halifax community forum 2002/2003 : We are not alone : Healing the spirit, building bridges

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(03)

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains report from community forum.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] When gender and race collide : resiliency and young African Canadian males/Wanda Thomas and Dave Este

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(04)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---


ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(05)

Date: May 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains printed presentation slides. Floppies titled "Chapter 1 : educating African …" and "Health racism stress ppt".

Physical description: 2 computer diskettes : 9 x 9 cm

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(06) - [RVH : ] PowerPoint/posters from Halifax

Title: [RVH : ] PowerPoint/posters from Halifax

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(06)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 computer diskette : 9 x 9 cm

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Yfile : Is immigrating a health hazard

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(07)

Date: 5 Oct. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Report on the African Canadian Community forum sponsored by the racism, violence, and health project : Toronto, Ontario/Diana Abraham

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(08)

Date: Mar. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(09) - [RVH : ] Racism, violence and Health : Community Profile [Toronto]

Title: [RVH : ] Racism, violence and Health : Community Profile [Toronto]

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(09)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(10) - [RVH : ] Racism, Violence and Health project

Title: [RVH : ] Racism, Violence and Health project

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(10)

Date: [2005?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains project proposal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(11) - [RVH : ] Calgary Black Community Profile

Title: [RVH : ] Calgary Black Community Profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(11)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(12) - RVH : Toronto Community profile

Title: RVH : Toronto Community profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(12)
Date: Dec. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [RVH : ] Canadian research on immigration and health/Government of Canada
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(13)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contain publication by Health Canada.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] We are not alone : healing the spirit, building bridges : report on the Racism, Violence, nd Health project’s SECOND Halifax Black Community Forum
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(14)
Date: 27 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [RVH : ] Community guide + descriptions
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(15)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Toronto sample
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(16)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to demographics of sample.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Preliminary data analysis : Halifax Canadian Black
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(18) - RVH : newspaper advert : community meeting

Title: RVH : newspaper advert : community meeting

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(18)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Community Profile paper

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(19)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to employment of a research assistant and his workplan.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(20) - [RVH : ] Central Neighbourhood House Community Meeting

Title: [RVH : ] Central Neighbourhood House Community Meeting
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(20)
Date: 12 Aug. 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains attendance list and meeting summary.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Calgary and Toronto community forum reports
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(21)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to second forum reports.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(22) - [RVH : ] Calgary Black Community Forum

Title: [RVH : ] Calgary Black Community Forum

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(22)

Date: 29 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(23) - [RVH : ] Toronto community profile

Title: [RVH : ] Toronto community profile

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(23)

Date: Dec. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Community forum : Toronto : Regent Park
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(24)
Date: 30 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] Community forum : Toronto : Lawrence Heights
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(25)
Date: 11 Jan. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Title: [RVH : ] Community forum : Lawrence Heights
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(26)
Date: 11 Jan. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(27) - [RVH : ] Racism, violence, and health project (RVH), Calgary - Calgary Black Community profile

Title: [RVH : ] Racism, violence, and health project (RVH), Calgary - Calgary Black Community profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(27)
Date: June 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(28) - [RVH : ] Calgary community profile

Title: [RVH : ] Calgary community profile
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(28)
Date: June 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(29) - [RVH : ] We want solutions! From understanding the issues to working with hope : Calgary Black Community forum

Title: [RVH : ] We want solutions! From understanding the issues to working with hope : Calgary Black Community forum
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(29)
Date: 29 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [RVH : ] African Caribbean - Canadians in Toronto : An examination of the obstacles to their immigrant dreams


ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(31)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains questionnaire.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
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Title: RVH book framework
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(32)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(33) - RVH : Chapter 1

Title: RVH : Chapter 1
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(33)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(34) - RVH : introduction draft

Title: RVH : introduction draft
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/038(34)
Date: 30 Jan. 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(01) - Racism, Violence + Health: Manuscript: Race and well-being**

Title: Racism, Violence + Health: Manuscript: Race and well-being

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(01)

Date: [200-] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(02) - Racism, Violence + Health: Manuscript: Race and well-being**

Title: Racism, Violence + Health: Manuscript: Race and well-being

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(02)

Date: [200-] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(03) - Racism, Violence + Health: Manuscript: Race and well-being**

**Title:** Racism, Violence + Health: Manuscript: Race and well-being  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(03)  
**Date:** [200-] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  

**Publication status:** Published  

Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(04) - Racism, Violence + Health: Manuscript: Race and well-being**

**Title:** Racism, Violence + Health: Manuscript: Race and well-being  
**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(04)  
**Date:** [200-] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  

**Publication status:** Published  

Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(05) - RVH Team meeting: discussion about The Book

Title: RVH Team meeting: discussion about The Book

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(05)

Date: Oct. 2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains meeting minutes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(06) - RVH consent forms and individual interview demographics and honorarium sheet

Title: RVH consent forms and individual interview demographics and honorarium sheet

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(06)

Date: 2 Oct. 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains signed consent forms, completed surveys, and transcripts.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(07) - RVH : Racism, violence & health research

Title: RVH : Racism, violence & health research
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(07)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains handwritten notes, qualitative codebook, and draft publication.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(08) - RVH : racism, violence, & health research [ : researcher contact info]

Title: RVH : racism, violence, & health research [ : researcher contact info]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(08)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: RVH : racism, violence & health research [ : RVH Literature]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(09)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 compact discs
Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:
Digital files printed by archivist; available in 2017-030/039(09)-(11).

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: RVH : racism, violence & health research [ : RVH Literature]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(10)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:
Printed by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(11) - RVH : racism, violence & health research [ : RVH Literature]**

**Title:** RVH : racism, violence & health research [ : RVH Literature]

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/039(11)

**Date:** June 2006 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Note [generalNote]:**

Printed by archivist.

---

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/046 - Sound recordings : Bridging the Solitudes**

**Title:** Sound recordings : Bridging the Solitudes

**ID:** F0707-S00870-2017-020/046

**Date:** 2002-2003 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Box contains sound recordings of Seneca Common Hour sessions.

**Physical description:** 31 audio cassettes

**Language of the material:**

English

**Arrangement:**
Arrangement preserves original order of donation.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/047 - Sound recordings : Bridging the Solitudes

Title: Sound recordings : Bridging the Solitudes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/047
Date: 2001-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Box contains sounds recordings of York Common Hour sessions and Seneca Life History Interviews.

Physical description: 20 audio cassettes

Language of the material:
English

Arrangement:
Arrangement preserves original order of donation.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/048 - Sound recordings: Bridging the Solitudes

Title: Sound recordings: Bridging the Solitudes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/048
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Box contains York and Seneca Follow Up Interviews and Peer Interviews.

Physical description: 17 audio cassettes
Language of the material:
English

Arrangement:
Arrangement preserves original order of donation.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/049 - Sound recordings

Title: Sound recordings
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/049
Date: 1978-2005, predominant [200-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Box contains records pertaining to the Thornwood community, RVH, and miscellaneous tapes.

Physical description: 35 audio cassettes
Language of the material:
English
Arrangement:
Arrangement imposed by archivist based on subject.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/050 - Sound recordings
Title: Sound recordings
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/050
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Box contains audio cassettes recorded between 1998 and 1999.
Physical description: 35 audio cassettes
Language of the material:
English

Arrangement:
Arrangement preserves original order of donation.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/051 - Sound recordings

Title: Sound recordings
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/051
Date: 2000-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Box contains audio cassettes recorded between 2000 and 2003.

Physical description: 38 audio cassettes
Language of the material:
English

Arrangement:
Arrangement preserves original order of donation.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017/020/052 - Sound recordings

Title: Sound recordings
ID: F0707-S00870-2017/020/052
Date: 2007, [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Box contains 1 audio cassette recorded in 2007. Remainder of material pertains to recordings of an unknown date.

Physical description: 36 audio cassettes
Language of the material:
English

Arrangement:
Alphabetical arrangement imposed by archivist.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017/020/053 - Sound recordings

Title: Sound recordings
ID: F0707-S00870-2017/020/053
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Box pertains to recordings of an unknown date.

Physical description: 36 audio cassettes

Language of the material:
English

Arrangement:
Alphabetical arrangement imposed by archivist.

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(01) - [Video : ] (1) Portuguese community (2) Interview - Martin Silva

Title: [Video : ] (1) Portuguese community (2) Interview - Martin Silva
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(01)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving image (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(02) - [Video : ] Interracial relations interview

Title: [Video : ] Interracial relations interview
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(02)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item contains a recording of SNL and a focus group interview discussion about interracial relations.

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Language of the material: English
Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Moving image (documentary form)


Title: [Video : ] Japanese interviews

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(03)

Date: [199-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item pertains to discrimination.

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Moving image (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(04) - [Video : ] Carl James [ : course discussion on race and education ]

Title: [Video : ] Carl James [ : course discussion on race and education ]
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(04)

Date: [199-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving image (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(05) - [Video : BtS : Common hour : ] Interview – Lino

Title: [Video : BtS : Common hour : ] Interview – Lino

ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(05)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving image (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(06) - [Video : BtS : Common hour : ] Padma Floradale

Title: [Video : BtS : Common hour : ] Padma Floradale
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(06)
Date: May 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Language of the material:
   English

Restrictions on access:
   File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Moving image (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(07) - [Video : ] Career equity for youth : See me true

Title: [Video : ] Career equity for youth : See me true
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/054(07)
Date: [1991 or 1993] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Item is part of a kit pertaining to the Career Equity for Youth project by James.
Physical description: 1 videocassette (16 min., 42 sec.) : VHS
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Title: RVH : book : suggested changes
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(01)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(03) - Multiculturalism : assumptions, practice, implications : draft

Title: Multiculturalism : assumptions, practice, implications : draft
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(03)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(04) - Dataset : TDSB Grade 9 cohorts 2000-2006 african diaspora.sav
Title: Dataset : TDSB Grade 9 cohorts 2000-2006 african diaspora.sav
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(04)
Date: [2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(05) - Class of '73

Title: Class of '73
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(05)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(06) - Class of '73 : Profiles and summaries of interviewed respondents

Title: Class of '73 : Profiles and summaries of interviewed respondents
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(06)

Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: SCEE YR 2 Institute (Parent Conference – Westview ) : Registration forms : file 12 of 12
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(07)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: National longitude survey of children and youth : booklet 32E : cycle 8
ID: F0707-S00870-2017-020/056(08)
Date: [2008? or 2009?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Series: F0707-S00871 - Subject files and reference material

Title: Subject files and reference material
ID: F0707-S00871
Date: 1970-2017 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Series contains collected and accumulated academic literature, newspaper clippings, and correspondence pertaining to areas of research interest.

Physical description: 68 cm of textual records
9 video cassettes : VHS
1 compact disc
Language of the material:
English

Arrangement:
Alphabetical order of subjects imposed by archivist.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Moving image (documentary form)


Title: Adolescence [inclu. Reflections on youth and race in Canada/James]
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(01)
Date: 1989-1998 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes paper authored by James in 1989 in preparation for "The child, youth and family policy research centre".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Note [generalNote]:
Printed by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(02) - African Nova Scotians

Title: African Nova Scotians
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(02)
Date: 2005-2008, [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [Athletics : ] Black athletes research
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(03)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [Athletics : ] High school boys basketball all-stars
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(04)
Date: 2002-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: [Athletics : ] High school girls basketball all-stars
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(05)
Date: 2008, 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(06) - [Athletics : ] High school girls hockey all-stars

Title: [Athletics : ] High school girls hockey all-stars
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(06)
Date: 2000, 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [Athletics : ] High school boys hockey all-stars
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(07)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: [Athletics : ] Multiple allegiance and contested boundaries : a study of the North American Chinese Invitational Volleyball Tournament

ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(08)

Date: [200-] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: [Athletics : ] Student athletes

ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(09)

Date: 2001-2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File includes some documents related to "Race in Play", book authored by James.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(10) - [Athletics : ] Racism and sports**

Title: [Athletics : ] Racism and sports

ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(10)

Date: 1992-2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(11) - Blacks**

Title: Blacks

ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(11)

Date: 1994-1998 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File include paper titled "Cultural Interpreters, Service Providers and Accessible Social Services: An Exploration of the Complex, Problematic and Ethical Issues and Questions" (1997) and student assignment.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
Restrictions on access:

File contains third party information. Until 2090, access to file is available only with a signed researcher agreement approved by the University Archivist. Requests must be directed to University Archivist.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(12) - Blacks in Canada

Title: Blacks in Canada
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(12)
Date: 2012-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(13) - Blacks in Canada

Title: Blacks in Canada
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(13)
Date: 2008-2017 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Blacks in Canada [ : education]
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(14)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains BLAC [Black Learners Advisory Committee] Report on Education.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(15) - Blacks in Canada

Title: Blacks in Canada
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/040(15)
Date: 2003-2016 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes SSHRC application for "Anti-Black Racism: Criminalization, Community, and Resistance" project.
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(01) - Blacks in Canada

Title: Blacks in Canada
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(01)
Date: 2010-2017 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Scope and content:

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(02) - Blacks in Canada

Title: Blacks in Canada
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(02)
Date: 2009-2016 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(03) - Blacks in Canada

Title: Blacks in Canada
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(03)
Date: 2013-2017 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File include pamphlet "Surviving York [University]: While Being Black" by the York United Black Students' Alliance and slides from a presentation to Prime Minister Trudeau titled "Supporting and Enhancing Black Students' Achievement: A National Strategy"

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(04) - Blacks in Canada [ : Black History Month]

Title: Blacks in Canada [ : Black History Month]
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(04)
Date: 1990-2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes PolyPhone article "Black History in Early Toronto" by Daniel Hill, notes from two lectures in 1994 on immigration and Black focus schools,

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(05) - Black History Month

Title: Black History Month
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(05)
Date: 1995, 1998, 2013, [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(06) - Black Canadian Studies

Title: Black Canadian Studies
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(06)
Date: 1983, 2011, [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(07) - Black focus school

Title: Black focus school
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(07)
Date: 1988, 2008-2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(08) - Blacks in Nova Scotia and Education

Title: Blacks in Nova Scotia and Education
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(08)
Date: 2003-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(09) - African-Canadian : collected conference presentations

Title: African-Canadian : collected conference presentations
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(09)
Date: 2005, [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(10) - Field notes: Black studies
Title: Field notes: Black studies
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(10)
Date: Mar.-June 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(11) - Jane and Finch
Title: Jane and Finch
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/041(11)
Date: 2009-2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(01) - National Alliance of Black School Educators : Conference : key messages**

**Title:** National Alliance of Black School Educators : Conference : key messages

**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(01)

**Date:** 2007 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(02) - Literature review : schooling of Black Youth - in Canada and Toronto**

**Title:** Literature review : schooling of Black Youth - in Canada and Toronto

**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(02)

**Date:** [ca. 2009] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(03) - Jane/Finch

Title: Jane/Finch
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(03)
Date: 1976-2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes Report on the Summer Youth Employment Program 1416 Experience '82 submitted to the Race Relations Devison, The Corridor: An Investigate Report for the Ontario Regional Studio National Film Board of Canada (1982), A Study of Cultural and/or

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(04) - Canadian census : ethnicity question : research interest

Title: Canadian census : ethnicity question : research interest
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(04)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(05) - Breakdown of Caribbeans by Ethnicity by Sex

Title: Breakdown of Caribbeans by Ethnicity by Sex
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(05)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(06) - Caribbean studies

Title: Caribbean studies
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(06)
Date: 1997-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(07) - Caribbean studies

Title: Caribbean studies
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(07)
Date: 1997-2004 (date of creation)
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(08) - Collective agreements : equity articles

Title: Collective agreements : equity articles
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(08)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Note [generalNote]:
Part 1 of 3. File divided by archivist.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(09) - Collective agreements : equity articles

Title: Collective agreements : equity articles
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(09)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Part 2 of 3. File divided by archivist.

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(10) - Collective agreements : equity articles**

**Title:** Collective agreements : equity articles  
**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(10)  
**Date:** [200-?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Note [generalNote]:**

Part 3 of 3. File divided by archivist.

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(11) - Critical pedagogy**

**Title:** Critical pedagogy  
**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(11)  
**Date:** [199-?], 1996-1998 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(12) - Critical pedagogy**

*Title:* Critical pedagogy  
*ID:* F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(12)  
*Date:* [199-] (date of creation)  
*Physical description:* 1 folder of textual records  
*Language of the material:*  
English  

*Publication status:*  
Published  

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(13) - Critical pedagogy : contributions and limitations/G.H. Nemcroff**

*Title:* Critical pedagogy : contributions and limitations/G.H. Nemcroff  
*ID:* F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(13)  
*Date:* 1992 (date of creation)  
*Physical description:* 1 folder of textual records  
*Language of the material:*  
English  

*Publication status:*  
Published  

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(14) - Crime and race - research interest

Title: Crime and race - research interest
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/042(14)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(01) - Ebonics: research interest

Title: Ebonics: research interest
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(01)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(02) - CJ Ref: Cristo Roy

Title: CJ Ref: Cristo Roy
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(02)
Date: 27 Oct. 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Compact disc is titled "Cristo Rey, The "School That Works ["]: 60 Minutes Wednesday on CBS: with chapters.

**Physical description:** 1 compact disc

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(03) - Employment equity**

**Title:** Employment equity

**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(03)

**Date:** 1987-1993, [199-] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(04) - Ethnic groups**

**Title:** Ethnic groups

**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(04)

**Date:** 1980, [198-?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File includes letter to Margaret Norquay regarding employment and a series of publications by the Ontario Ministry of Culture and Recreation titled "Ontario ethnocultural profiles".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(05) - Ethnographic, qualitative research notes

Title: Ethnographic, qualitative research notes
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(05)
Date: 1995-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(06) - Essentialism: research notes

Title: Essentialism: research notes
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(06)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(07) - Evaluation of Professors : see Pat Rogers

Title: Evaluation of Professors : see Pat Rogers
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(07)
Date: 1982-1994, [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes transcript from an interview with professors.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(08) - Farm workers : work of research interest

Title: Farm workers : work of research interest
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(08)
Date: 14 Oct. 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains Report of Migrant Farm Works in Canada - 2001, presented to the Honourable Claudette Bradshaw (Minister of Labour) by the United Farmworkers of America, Canadian Office.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:

Title: CJ : REF Human Rights
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(09)
Date: 2007-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(10) - The application of the human rights framework to the contemporary Black freedom movement in the United States of America

Title: The application of the human rights framework to the contemporary Black freedom movement in the United States of America
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(10)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(11) - Immigration and identity
Title: Immigration and identity
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(11)
Date: 1975-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(12) - Immigration

Title: Immigration
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(12)
Date: 1981, 1995, 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(13) - Immigration

Title: Immigration
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(13)
Date: 1998-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(14) - Presentation : immigration

Title: Presentation : immigration
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(14)
Date: 1993-1998, [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes paper titled "Dispelling the Myths: Anti-Immigrant Sentiment in Canada" by Carl James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(15) - Presentation on immigration

Title: Presentation on immigration
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(15)
Date: 1986-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(16) - Identity diagrams

Title: Identity diagrams
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(16)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(17) - Jamaicans in Canada

Title: Jamaicans in Canada
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(17)
Date: 2008-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes paper titled "The Jamaicans are here and working: Race and community responses" by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(18) - Writings of research interest

Title: Writings of research interest
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/043(18)
Date: 2006-2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to education and racialized and Indigenous students.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(01) - Jamaican-Canadians : notes

Title: Jamaican-Canadians : notes
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(01)
Date: 2007, [200-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File includes paper titled "The Jamaicans are here and working: Race and community responses" by James.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(02) - CJ : REF : Jamaicans in Kelowna

Title: CJ : REF : Jamaicans in Kelowna
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(02)
Date: 2007-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(03) - CJ : REF : Jamaicans in Kelowna

Title: CJ : REF : Jamaicans in Kelowna
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(03)
Date: 2007-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(04) - On multiculturalism in Canada

Title: On multiculturalism in Canada
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(04)
Date: 1985-1992 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains James' resume from the 1990s.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(05) - Life history : lit review**

**Title:** Life history : lit review

**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(05)

**Date:** 28 Apr. 1998 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(06) - Racial profiling**

**Title:** Racial profiling

**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(06)

**Date:** 2006 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(07) - Case studies : racial incidents: anti-racism workshop

Title: Case studies : racial incidents: anti-racism workshop
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(07)
Date: [199-?], [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(08) - Tor Bd of Ed [Toronto Board of Education] : student census

Title: Tor Bd of Ed [Toronto Board of Education] : student census
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(08)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(09) - CJ : REF : "Jordan Manners"

Title: CJ : REF : "Jordan Manners"
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(09)
Date: 2009-2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to school shooting.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(10) - Racism

Title: Racism
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(10)
Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(11) - Racism in Canada

Title: Racism in Canada
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(11)

Title: CJ : REF - student achievement
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(12)
Date: 2008-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: CJ : REF - student evaluation of university teachers
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(13)
Date: 1992-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(14) - Urban education : notes

Title: Urban education : notes
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(14)
Date: [1999?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(15) - Western mathematics

Title: Western mathematics
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(15)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains paper by Alan J. Bishop titled "Western mathematics: the secret weapon of cultural imperialism".
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
**Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(16) - World holidays**

**Title:** World holidays  
**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/044(16)  
**Date:** 1992 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File contains photocopy of book titled "The Folklore of World Holidays".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(01) - CJ : REF : scanned literature**

**Title:** CJ : REF : scanned literature  
**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(01)  
**Date:** 1997-2011 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(02) - Articles of research interest**
Title: Articles of research interest
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(02)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(03) - Notes and reference materials
Title: Notes and reference materials
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(03)
Date: 2007-2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(04) - Ref. papers
Title: Ref. papers
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(04)
Date: 2013-2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(05) - Reference materials

Title: Reference materials
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(05)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to Barbados, poverty, employment and education, and accents.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(06) - Carl's notes/articles of interest

Title: Carl's notes/articles of interest
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(06)
Date: 2013-2016 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(07) - Notes

Title: Notes
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(07)
Date: 1995, 2002-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(08) - Notes

Title: Notes
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(08)
Date: 2005-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(09) - Notes

Title: Notes
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/045(09)

**Title:** [Video : ] Thelma Powell – Brown : Black History Videos

**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/054(08)

**Date:** 1981, [199-?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Item contains recording of a film titled “Cooperation” by the Powell Brown School (1981) and a cartoon on the history of Africa.

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving image (documentary form)

---


**Title:** [Video : ] Facing racism

**ID:** F0707-S00871-2017-020/054(09)

**Date:** 1993 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Item, produced by the Ontario Federation of Labour (OFL), pertains to race discrimination (particularly harassment) in the workplace.

Physical description: 1 videocassette (17 min., 12 sec.) : VHS
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving image (documentary form)

Title: [Video : ] Visions d'Afrika/Clem Marshall
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/054(10)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving image (documentary form)

Title: [Video : ] Blue eyed : “anti-racist video” : TV Ontario
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/054(11)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item pertains to anti-racism workshop by Jane Elliot.
Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(01) - [Video ] Reflections

Title: [Video ] Reflections
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(01)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Item, developed by the Metropolitan Toronto School Board with the co-operation of the Ontario Ministry of Education Training, presents elementary and secondary school teachers sharing their insights for delivering inclusive curriculum with an antiracism focus.

Physical description: 1 videocassette (ca. 28 min.) : VHS
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving image (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(02) - [Video ] Master Teacher Parts 1&2

Title: [Video ] Master Teacher Parts 1&2
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(02)
Date: 3 May 2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item, produced by Eddie Pinder of ABC News (Nightline), contains part one and two of a series that pertains to a first-year public school teacher educating fourth and fifth grade at-risk students in PS 27 in Red Hook, Brooklyn who have a hard time passing standardized tests.

Physical description: 1 videocassette (ca. 56 min.) : VHS
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving image (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(03) - [Video : ] Master Teacher Parts 3&4

Title: [Video : ] Master Teacher Parts 3&4
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(03)
Date: 16 June 2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Item, produced by Eddie Pinder of ABC News (Nightline), contains part three and four of a series that pertains to a first-year public school teacher educating fourth and fifth grade at-risk students in PS 27 in Red Hook, Brooklyn who have a hard time passing standardized tests.

Physical description: 1 videocassette (ca. 57 min.) : VHS
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving image (documentary form)

---

Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(04) - [Video : ] School system – racial tracking voices from the margin – created by students including Curtis Ennis

Title: [Video : ] School system – racial tracking voices from the margin – created by students including Curtis Ennis

Title: [Video : ] Carl James [Brown eyes/blue eyes : Indecently exposed]
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/055(06)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item contains recording of CBC documentary of Jane Elliot, anti-racism activist and schoolteacher, conducting the “Blue eyes-Brown eyes” workshop with white Canadians and Indigenous peoples.
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Moving image (documentary form)

Item: F0707-S00871-2017-020/056(09) - Lawerence Heights Revitalization : Community engagement

Title: Lawerence Heights Revitalization : Community engagement
ID: F0707-S00871-2017-020/056(09)
Series: F0707-S00872 - York Centre for Education and Community

Title: York Centre for Education and Community

ID: F0707-S00872

Date: [2008?-][2016?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Series pertains to the faculty-based Organized Research Unit (ORU) dedicated to enhancing the capacity of the Faculty of Education to engage in research and scholarly activities that investigate, support and encourage educational and school success. YCEC was intended to enhance research; strengthen community groups, the non-profit sector, educational institutions and government to engage, support, and encourage scholarship; and facilitate public engagement through knowledge mobilization.

Physical description: ca. 4 m of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Unprocessed.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)